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Fully Automated Robot a
XYZ ROBO-TEND
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XYZ 500 LR

n Minimise your labour costs.
n British designed and built.
n KUKA Cybertech Robot
as standard.
n 10 kg Robot capacity
(larger available).
n Vision system.
n Automatic Door.
n Auto Vice.
n Auto Air Blast.
n Auto Swarf Conveyor.
n Auto Drawer System.
n Full Training.
Package Includes:
The XYZ ROBO-TEND fitted to the XYZ 500 LR.
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ProTURN®

n Full Warranty.
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XYZ Robotic Automation

All new XYZ CNC machine tools come with free initial training, full 12 month warranty,

To learn more please call 01823 674200
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£99,870
For details
subject to status.
Finance is availablens please call 01823 674200.
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XYZ ROBO-TEND

+

XYZ 750 LR

+VAT

XYZ ROBO-TEND
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XYZ 1000 LR

SINCE 1984

Bring automation
to your factory,
perhaps squeeze
in some extra
unmanned hours,
each day or over
the weekend.

‘
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Owning and operating a fully robotic machining centre
production cell has never been easier, starting from
£99,870 +VAT for ROBO-TEND and VMC.

The XYZ ROBO-TEND fits to almost any machine in the XYZ range.

Nigel Atherton

XYZ MANAGING DIRECTOR

Range, each one the very best in its class.
XYZ 4+1 and 5 axis UMCs

XYZ Turning Centres

XYZ Extra Large VMCs and Oil Country Lathes

extended warranties available, programming helplines and nationwide service engineers.

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

www.xyzmachinetools.com
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www.millscnc.co.uk

Mills CNC Technology Campus: 01926 736736

The new Doosan SMX 5100L series of multi-tasking mill-turn machines.

Colossal!

Everything about Doosan’s new SMX 5100L multi-tasking mill-turn machines is big. From
their sheer size and capacity right through to their colossal performance.
With chuck sizes up to 21”, a maximum turning diameter of 830mm and turning length of
3050mm, SMX 5100L mill-turn machines are built to handle large, heavy workpieces…and
machine them to completion in a single set-up.
The machines also feature high-torque, built-in left and right spindles (up to
37kW/2400rpm), servo-driven tailstocks, B-axis milling heads (+/- 120 degrees) with
37kW/10,000rpm milling capability, roller LM guideways, generous-sized ATC (up to 120
tools), thermal compensation systems and an advanced Fanuc control with CUFOS
(Doosan’s PC-based control system).
SMX 5100L machines are fast, powerful, accurate, flexible and competitively priced.
And, although they’re new - they’re destined to become immensely popular!
For more information call us on 01926 736736 or visit www.millscnc.co.uk

Mills CNC: Like No-one Else!
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Cornwall is rising again
A few hundred years ago, Cornwall was the industrial heartland of
the UK and helped to power the economy, due to the abundance of
tin and copper mining that was taking place across the county, but
now for many it is best known for its tourism and hospitality.
Since the mines closed, manufacturing and industry have been
less active, but it could well be on the cusp of a boom and
reemergence, as high-tech sectors are emerging, such as aerospace at Spaceport
Cornwall, the discovery of lithium to power electric batteries, offshore wind farms,
marine technology and tidal energy projects.
Our lead feature (page 10) looks at Feritech Global’s plan to be at the heart of
Cornwall’s high-tech manufacturing growth, fuelled by a move into a new £3m state-ofthe-art facility, complete with an expansive machining shop and other cutting-edge
facilities. The firm hopes its investment can act as a catalyst for more high-tech
manufacturing projects to be carried out in Cornwall.
Also in this issue (page 14), we have our inaugural – ‘The Machinery Interview’ – a
new monthly Q&A with a key industry decision-maker. Up first, is XYZ Machine Tools’
managing director Nigel Atherton, who gives us an insight into how his company has
navigated the Covid-19 pandemic, any future plans that it has in the pipeline and he
gives the lowdown on how business is.
Metrology is a key focus in this month’s Machinery, and we have news on UK-firm
Vision Engineering’s first entry into the contact-only CMM market with the launch of
Deltron (page 20), a new machine developed in partnership Aberlink.
Sadly, due to the ongoing pandemic, companies have been unable to welcome the
media at their factories to showcase their new products or at physical events, but they
have moved them online, utilising digital platforms.
In this issue, we hear news from German manufacturer Grob’s online Open House
(page 26) that was held online in March, where it launched its new 4-axis universal
machining centre range to the market.
Machining centres are a strong theme and we hear about WFL Millturn
Technologies’ launch of its most technologically advanced Millturn, the M20 (page 28),
built to meet the demands of customers for fully automated complete machining
solutions following the Covid-19 pandemic experiences.
Other features this month include on subcontracting; sawing & steelworking; deep
hole drilling; and the aerospace sector and an update on the ever-increasing number of
Industry 4.0 and automation investments and projects taking place.
Enjoy reading the issue. ■
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News round-up

Ford and ExOne partner for 3D printing breakthrough

Trumpf has acquired the software
house Lantek and is focusing on
software in sheet metal processing
that runs independently of the
machine manufacturer.

In a project co-funded by Ford
Motor Company and ExOne, a team
of engineers, material scientists,
and manufacturing experts have
developed a process for rapid and
reliable binder jet 3D printing and
sintering of aluminium delivering
properties comparable to die
casting.
Delivering a commercially viable
achievement in this area has
evaded researchers for more than a
decade. Collaborative and
individual patents are expected to
be filed by Ford and ExOne as a
result of this ongoing project.
Some aluminium alloys can be
3D printed today using lasers, but
the process is much slower than
the one developed by Ford and
ExOne. The new process is
expected to increase Ford’s
efficiency by allowing the company
to affordably produce complex
parts uniquely designed for
additive manufacturing (AM), which

www.is.gd/aPi6yS

Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence has launched a wireless
multi-sensor laser scanner with
metrology levels of precision,
designed specifically to work inside
CNC machine tools.
www.is.gd/dfQNdr

Leeds-based cutting fluid
specialist Rocol is recruiting three
new metalworking fluid sales
engineers after a strong year of
business and as part of a
restructuring.
www.is.gd/uyF6Cr

Yorkshire-based Wayland Additive
has fully unveiled its groundbreaking metal additive
manufacturing (AM) technology
NeuBeam, with the commercial
launch of its first platform Calibur3.
www.is.gd/GWDmeU

Stuttgart. It is scheduled to run every
two years. www.is.gd/z5NdrI

The new innovation came about
through the process of binder jetting

enables size and weight
reductions, part consolidation, and
performance improvements.
“This is a breakthrough in
making 3D printed and sintered
parts for the auto industry,” says
Harold Sears, Ford technical leader
for AM.
The new innovation came about
through the process of binder
jetting, widely regarded as the
fastest method of metal 3D

Carbon Digital Light Synthesis
procesGroup (TMG).
www.is.gd/hmQkcc

The National Manufacturing
Institute Scotland (NMIS) will be
offering 30 recent STEM graduates
from across Scotland, the chance to
work with its engineers and
researchers as part of a new scheme
and to help them find work in the
pandemic. www.is.gd/nsm2bB
The first edition of the new trade
fair and the centre for grinding
technology – GrindingHub – will be
held from 17 to 20 May 2022 in

XYZ Machine Tools has released
two new catalogues with one
covering milling/machining centres
and the other featuring its turning
machine range. www.is.gd/0xGIwt
The National Centre for Additive
Manufacturing – based at the
Manufacturing Technology Centre
(MTC) in Coventry – has boosted its
polymer additive manufacturing
capabilities with investment in a
Carbon M2 printer powered by the

UK engineering powerhouse Renishaw has announced that its founders
– Sir David McMurtry and John Deer – who are executive chairman and
non-executive deputy chairman, respectively – have indicated to the firm’s
board their intention to sell their shareholdings in the company, which
was founded by them in 1973.
According to reports, the shares leapt 770p to 6570p on the news,
valuing the business at £4.8bn and the founders’ 53% stake at £2.5bn.
The company’s board says that it intends to seek a buyer “who will
respect the unique heritage and culture of the business”.

8

The High Value Manufacturing
Catapult (HVM Catapult) will lead
a new project to develop highquality modular courses
focused on upskilling
employees to help
address future
skills gaps in
manufacturing
and
engineering.
www.is.gd/
qZczjm

printing for high-volume output. It
uses a digital file to quickly inkjet a
binder into a bed of powder
particles such as metal, sand, or
ceramic to create a solid part, one
thin layer at a time.
Ford has led the final material
and repeatability testing to verify
its accuracy. The cross-functional
Ford-ExOne team is actively
working on designs to use the new
material and process.

Mills CNC – the exclusive
distributor of Doosan machine
tools in the UK and Ireland – has
appointed Russell Harding as
business manager for the Yorkshire
and Humberside region.
www.is.gd/BqIhXr

Russell Harding

Ceratizit UK & Ireland has
published the latest of
its Special Selections
catalogues, with
almost 100 pages
featuring the latest
in cutting tool,
workholding and
technical support
information.

Automation specialist
Fanuc has added a new
digital service Fanuc Assisted
Reality (FAR) to its service offering
in Europe, as part of a move to
support customers as fully as
possible, even in times of travel
restrictions and distance rules.

Industrial Tooling Corporation
(ITC) has published the latest
edition of its Folio product catalogue
which introduces a host of
innovations from the Tamworth
technical specialist.

www.is.gd/hvLos

www.is.gd/bQrpJ5
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New research into the extent
of the skills shortage has
found that the engineering &
manufacturing industry is the
worst affected with 85% of
businesses currently feeling
the strain from a lack of skilled
workers. www.is.gd/uEme09

Rolls-Royce and airframer Tecnam
are joining forces with Widerøe –
the largest regional airline in
Scandinavia, to deliver an all-electric
passenger aircraft for the commuter
market, ready for service in 2026.
www.is.gd/1WpB3f

Williams Racing has announced a
new technology and innovation
partnership with B&R Industrial
Automation – a unit of ABB’s
Robotics and Discrete Automation
business and a pioneer of factory
automation solutions.

Ceratizit expands reamers
The Fullmax solid carbide reamers
from Ceratizit are now available in a
short version, which the firm says
are even more stable to use and
allow for higher cutting speeds.

Close Brothers Asset Finance
has arranged a bespoke
Coronavirus Business Interruption
Loan Scheme hire purchase
agreement for Savcon Engineering
to fund the purchase of the
company ’s second high speed
Mazak 6kW fibre laser.

www.is.gd/08Chfo

www.is.gd/2omjx4

Guhring has grown its Drifter series of thread mills with the arrival of the MTMH3-Z
which it says demonstrates impressive performance levels when processing
materials up to 66HRc. www.is.gd/Z5Wm8Y

 rbex has commissioned AMCM to
O
build the largest industrial 3D

Upgrades to tool range
Sandvik Coromant has upgraded its
range of tools for steel tapping operations with two updates to its solid round tools
range. www.is.gd/B7YB8q

New threadmilling line from Guhring

Micro-Epsilon launches new sensors
Precision sensor manufacturer Micro-Epsilon has introduced a range of inductive
displacement sensors that monitor the clamping position in machine tools.
www.is.gd/V9veIR

www.is.gd/eQunCR

CADCAM functions enhanced by Open Mind

Universal Robots has promoted
Mark Gray to the position of country
manager for the UK & Ireland, a
newly-created role, which is based
on his success in leading the firm’s
expansion into the UK&I markets
and his expert knowledge of both
regions. www.is.gd/ugaguq

Open Mind has released the latest 2021.1 version of the hyperMILL CADCAM suite
that offers new functions for even higher quality surface finishes, while in mill/
turning, it now offers an option for simultaneous turning and HPC machining.
www.is.gd/LafJ3a

printer in Europe, allowing the
innovative UK-based space launch
company to rapidly print complex
rocket engines in-house.
www.is.gd/cpnlQ6

 ress manufacturer Schuler reports
P
that it expects to recoup its
pandemic-related losses in new
orders and earnings suffered in
2020 due to the Covid-19 pandemic
over the next one to two years.
www.is.gd/CmKyMg

Engineers from the University of
Sheffield Advanced Manufacturing
Research Centre (AMRC) have
helped Savernake Knives explore
new cutting technologies and
develop process efficiencies for its
handcrafted bespoke blades.

Flexible software option for power skiving
CNC specialist NUM has further extended the functionality of its NUMgear family of
gear production technology with the addition of a flexible software option for power
skiving. www.is.gd/xKgHbW

Manufacturing output volumes in
the three months to March
improved to broadly flat, which
marked their highest balance since
May 2019, according to the CBI’s
latest monthly Industrial Trends
Survey. www.is.gd/81uWOn

Hainbuch brings smaller version of Centrotex

GA Sliding Head has appointed
Kerry Devlin as operations
director.

www.is.gd/6lYvq0

The Centrotex quick change-over interface from Hainbuch is now available in a new
version for smaller machine spindles. The Centrotex S has a diameter of 224mm.
www.is.gd/kaBWUp

Floyd expands its portfolio with new Precitronics TOHP series
Floyd Automatic Tooling has added the new Precitronics TOHP Series of driven
tooling with integrated high-pressure coolant feed to its portfolio.

www.is.gd/K2X1Nc

X YZ Machine Tools has made
changes to its sales team with the
new appointments of Josh Adams
and Lee Wilkinson.

Wall Colmonoy
Limited (UK) has
expanded its
capabilities with a
new Hurco VMX60Ui
5-axis CNC milling
machine.

www.is.gd/qU7bE6

www.is.gd/u4sddy

www.is.gd/21gBoU
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HandySCAN range gets new addition
Creaformhas announced the latest addition to its HandySCAN 3D
line-up offer, the Silver series. www.is.gd/8BmcuS

Roemheld introduces electrically actuated vice
A new, high precision, electrically actuated vice for securing
workpieces on vertical, horizontal, 5-axis and mill-turn machining
centres has been introduced by Roemheld UK.
www.is.gd/zWiczp
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Right: Feritech founders
Robert and Gemma Ferris
Above: Feritech’s Penryn
workshop

Driving high-tech
manufacturing in Cornwall
Cornwall is on the threshold of a manufacturing boom as new high-tech sectors are rising
and Feritech Global is aiming to be at the heart of the growth. Justin Burns investigates

A
Lance Bellers /stock.adobe.com

wealth of new high-tech manufacturing
opportunities exist in Cornwall over the next few
years and Feritech Global ( www.is.gd/N5WSQW ) is
on a mission to drive the county and the region across all
sectors, when it moves into a new £3m state-of-the-art
carbon-neutral facility in June.
Cornwall will soon be home to the new floating
offshore wind sector, aerospace is taking-off with
development of Spaceport Cornwall near Newquay, along
with development of a satellite technology cluster,
discoveries of high-grade lithium have been made and
other high-tech sectors are growing.
The Cornwall & Isles of Scilly LEP has highlighted
advanced manufacturing as one of their priority sectors
for economic growth, while Cornwall Council has also
reported it is seeing rising demand for facilities.
Feritech itself, is predominantly known as a major
player in marine technology and now operates at a 4,000
square foot site but will move to a new 3-acre facility in
Falmouth, spread over 19,000 sq. ft, giving it much wider
capabilities, allowing it to diversify into new markets.
Established in 2012 by husband-and-wife team,
Robert and Gemma Ferris, the firm believes the
investment can act as a catalyst for growth in Cornwall to
establish itself as a regional centre for advanced
manufacturing and is looking to triple its workforce from
20 to 60 over the next 18 months.

10

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING HUB
The new facility will offer everything from fabrication and
machining to electronics and embedded software
development and be the largest of its kind in the South
West and one of the biggest in the UK, with design and
manufacturing services provided on one site.
Feritech provides marine engineering services to a
range of sectors, including oil and gas, renewables, survey,
research and academia, military, cables, downhole and
high temperature, dredging operations, pipelines, ports
and harbours, but is looking to gain work in the floating
offshore wind, aerospace and telecommunication sectors.
Managing director Robert Ferris says it will cater for any
sector and the firm wants to work in collaboration with
tech businesses in Cornwall, helping turn their innovative,
market-leading ideas into reality.
He explains: “If you go back 200 years ago, Cornwall
was one of the most entrepreneurial and biggest
manufacturing bases on the planet with tin mines. We had
more industry down here than much of the world. The tin
mines obviously died down, but it is now being replaced
with renewables – offshore wind and tidal technology. It is
now starting to come back and everything goes in cycles
and we are at the start of a new cycle.
“We also have lithium mining here now (for use in
electric batteries) and big names are coming down for the
floating offshore wind and of course the Spaceport, so
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there is so much kicking-off and they are all permanent
projects that will get bigger.”
The aim of the move is to establish a reputation
as a design and manufacturing hub for innovative
local businesses of all kinds, including start-ups
and new product developers.
He explains: “We expect this will be a catalyst
for new growth in high-tech manufacturing in
Cornwall, so we can retain much more of this
high value business within our local area.
Now, a lot of advanced manufacturing
projects must be fulfilled outside of the
region, particularly if there is a
requirement for all the design and
manufacturing to be carried out on one
site.
“This facility will allow innovative ideas
created in our region to be produced here.
This will allow more high-value jobs to be
retained within the region and will increase
Cornwall’s capabilities for fulfilling important new
opportunities, especially for floating offshore wind
installations in the Celtic Sea.
“We believe this facility could become a powerful
collaboration hub, for designers and SMEs to work
together to bring important engineering innovations to
market.”
Sustainability and developing an environment-friendly
carbon-neutral facility was a key part of the project.
Feritech will use its own resources, including ground
water, which will be collected and used with heat
exchanges to warm the building. All electricity will be
powered through wind and solar.
“By a little bit of clever thinking, we have reduced our
carbon footprint but made a nicer place to work with
some nature around the building and cut our overheads,”
says Ferris.

WIDE-RANGING CAPABILITIES
The new facility will house a variety of manual and CNC
machines in a new machining hall, enabling Feritech to
provide a solution for all requirements, giving the company
capacity to grow existing business with clients and win
new ones.
Ferris says: “It is all about efficiency for us. This move
will help us become more efficient, overcoming the
constraints of our current workshop.
“The new facility will handle fabricated parts from a
few grams up to 20 tons and include a brand-new
machining hall which can produce all manner of precision
machined parts. Feritech’s design, electrical, electronic
and hydraulic capabilities will also be expanded in line
with increasing subcontract projects we expect to fulfil.”
The company will operate XYZ Machine Tools
machines, including an XYZ SLX555 ProtoTRAK three
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metre gap bed lathe,
XYZ TC400 Siemens
828D turning centre,
XYZ 750 LR Siemens
828D machining centre,
XYZ 1510 HD Siemens
828D heavy duty machining
centre with a 4-axis and microloc
bed system, XYZ 320LTY Siemens
828D mill-turn machining centre with
MSV80 bar feed up to Ø78mm, and
an XYZ SMX/SLV ProtoTRAK Turret
Mill.
Feritech has extensive machining
capabilities and has a multi-skilled
workforce who program all machines
directly or use Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence’s Edgecam CAM software. They
have expertise in machining a wide range of materials,
including duplex, titanium, ABS, nylatron, acetal, nylon,
aluminium, EN8, EN16/24T, 304/316L stainless steel,
17-4pH, 440C stainless steel, 416L stainless steel and
various other alloys.
Ferris adds: “On the machining side, there is nowhere
down this way that handles really large turning, and that is
something we are going to look at doing that when we are
in the new building, as a lot of that work goes off to
Birmingham and north and the idea is, we should be able
to handle that over the next few years as we grow that
area of the business.
“We are not looking for batch work as that is not our

Cornwall
Development
Company managing
director Mike King

Shaping Cornwall’s economic future
The Cornwall Development Company ( https://is.gd/vx77Qq ) works to create
jobs, increase productivity, upskill Cornwall’s workforce and deliver measurable
improvements in the county’s economic performance.
Managing director Mike King explains that while innovation is at the heart of
economic prosperity, product innovation in the absence of manufacturing runs
the risk of deploying maximum time and effort with little value.
He says sectors that are shaping Cornwall’s economic future include floating
offshore wind, marine engineering, space, aerospace, mining, which are all
dependent on manufacturing.
King adds: “Capturing the maximum share of manufacturing activity in
Cornwall is imperative if we are to realise their full economic potential.
“Fortunately, contrary to what some may think, Cornwall has a first-class
manufacturing and distribution sector that proves location is no barrier to
success, using cutting-edge digital, product and process engineering technology
from Bude to Penzance.
“I am confident that, as Feritech Global is demonstrating, the future of
manufacturing is indeed bright.”
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Exeter University
Professor Lars
Johanning, who is
also programme
director of Marine-i

area of expertise, as we are a specialist in really small
batch projects. The value we add, is where you have got a
multi-disciplinary project in which you have electrical,
electronic, machining, fabrication, assembly and
hydraulics, all in one piece of kit and they can come to us
and we can do everything.
“We can deliver the big company treatment on a oneoff project with a fast turnaround as that is so important
to us and the new facility will help us with that. Our target
is to have a maximum lead time of 10 days at any time for
any part ever. We believe we can almost have a
just-in-time manufacturing process on smaller
batch work.”

BESPOKE SERVICES

“We can
deliver the big
company treatment
on a one-off project
with a fast
turnaround”

Feritech has diverse machining
capability from subsea micro
component manufacture to large
diameter (2.5 metre+ parts for
winches). At the advanced
manufacturing facility, it will offer
bespoke machining services to the
offshore, marine and renewable sectors,
including floating offshore wind and utilise its
capabilities to provide machining solutions to the growing
aerospace and telecoms industries.
Feritech’s fabrication and machining team provide
turnkey solutions to customers specialising in fabrication
for the offshore, marine and renewable sectors, but also
serve many other markets both locally and nationally.
Over 90% of the company’s products and services are
exported to the likes of Indonesia, Singapore, Nigeria,
Colombia, the EU and others, with clients in more than 40

Harnessing the full potential
According to Exeter University’s Professor Lars Johanning – programme director
of Marine-i ( www.is.gd/Rq4TvB ) – which helps the marine tech sector in Cornwall
grow through harnessing the full potential of research and innovation, huge
opportunities are set to open for Cornwall’s manufacturing sector.
The programme, now in its fifth year, runs until the end of 2022 and provides
access to world-class RD&I research input and test facilities across the UK, as
well as funding support. Feritech is a beneficiary of the programme.
Prof Johanning explains: “Marine manufacturing in Cornwall is on the
threshold of a seismic change. The development of floating offshore wind power
in the Celtic Sea over the next 10 years will create huge new opportunities in
the local supply chain. The region already has an outstanding skills base in
offshore renewables.
“Floating offshore wind will lead to creation of new jobs in development and
design, advanced manufacturing, assembly, installation, operations and
maintenance. By 2030, the South West could become one of the world’s
leading centres for this new, high value industry, which will become a key driver
of our net-zero economy. Already we are seeing innovative and agile businesses
such as Feritech gearing up for the growth of this significant new sector.”
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different countries, but by growing its capabilities, it is wellplaced to grow its UK manufacturing business, something
it is targeting. Feritech has always manufactured its own
products and equipment in the UK, and Ferris believes the
reshoring UK drive could also boost business.
Ferris explains: “R&D within the offshore renewable
energy sector will remain a primary operation of the
company and this facility will allow Feritech to undertake
new challenges within this sector such as floating offshore
wind, providing solutions for customers quickly, while also
tightly controlling the quality of the process from start
to finish – and all under one roof.
“If there is a broad movement to
reshoring among engineering companies,
then that could lead to more
opportunities for Feritech to work in
collaboration with other UK businesses
on major projects, which is something we
would certainly welcome.”
The state-of-the-art facility in Cornwall
has two separate workshops. The ferrous
workshop routinely handles fabrication
projects in mild steel, and in the clean workshop,
stainless steel, super duplex and aluminium, but also
working with other specialist materials as required.
Fabrication projects range from a few kilos in weight to
over a hundred tons, couple this capability with its range
of other services such as machining and Feritech has a
comprehensive multi-disciplinary production engineering
solution. The team is experienced in the development of
electronics systems to ensure its equipment operates at
full effectiveness and especially proficient in sensor
technology.
For over 10 years, Feritech has also been developing
ocean tools and subsea sensors for controlling
equipment and collecting data within the marine
environment.
It also offers these sensors and control systems as
separate items for use in equipment or can provide a
turnkey bespoke solution. Products include multiplexers,
lights, cameras, hydraulic control, pressure monitoring,
actuation and more.
Feritech can also handle challenging projects that
require the use of embedded software for the control and
management of engineering systems, whether it is PC or
PLC based.
It’s self-developed Feritech HUB allows users to
seamlessly operate and control the range of the firm’s
equipment from a single device. Different equipment can
communicate with each other through the HUB and its
range of corers, winches, LARS, CPT and heat flow probe
all work seamlessly together.
High-tech manufacturing is rising in Cornwall and
Feritech is ideally positioned for growth, helping ensure
engineering projects are completed in the county. ■
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NIGEL ATHERTON - XYZ MACHINE TOOLS

Navigating the crisis
XYZ Machine Tools was established in 1984 by managing director Nigel Atherton, who has steered the
company through four recessions, including the 2008/09 financial crash and now the Covid-19 pandemic.
Justin Burns visited the firm to find out how business has been

Q
A

How has business been in the last 12
months?
We had a really strong 2019 and were
selling about 80 machines a month, but
it slowed in November and December, down
by 10 or 15 machines. This was probably
because of the anticipation of Brexit at the
end of 2019. Then, the deadline passed for
Brexit and into 2020, January and February
started to pick up, and we thought it was
good news and we are back to some kind of
normality, and then blow me, March and April
Covid-19 came along, and our world changed.
In April 2020, our 80-average monthly
machine sales went down to 10 orders and
we were devastated and expected to make
some losses, but in May it came back a bit
and gradually became better. In the last three
months of 2020, we were selling 70
machines a month. The lockdown in January
knocked us back, but February has been
amazing. I must admit, I am shocked by it –
but it has been hard work. Business is
picking up to something like it was and we
are happy, and it just needs to continue a bit,
but we are still happy if it stays as it is.

Below: XYZ 1600 LR
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Q
A

This is the fourth recession you have
experienced – how has this compared?
This has been different to any other.
The whole game has changed. Normally
our salesmen go out and see customers and
knock-on the doors of people, hand out
catalogues and see new and potential
customers but we have not been able to do
any of that. There have also been no shows
to go to, such as MACH, which are very
important for us.
We furloughed 65 of our 87 staff (in April
2020) and kept a core of essential
employees, like service engineers on the road
and application engineers so we could fully
support the products we had sold. Each
month we brought more staff back and by
October almost everybody was back, but
sadly we did lose a few members of staff, but
we are now recruiting again in different areas.
I take heart as I know quite a number of
tooling companies and a few of them have
said if you take aerospace out of the
equation, then their business has been pretty
similar to previous years or
slightly improved.

Q
A

Did you do anything to help in the fight
against the Covid-19 pandemic?
We offered machines out on a free-ofcharge loan basis to people supplying
components or equipment to the sharp-end
of Covid-19 – people manufacturing things
that were helping fight the virus or easing
the pain and suffering of those affected. We
did lend one machine for several months to
a guy manufacturing oxygen distribution
valves and he ended up buying the machine.
We offered the machines to a number of
people, but only about four qualified.

Q
A

When do you expect business to be
back to complete normality?
We are seeing good signs at the
moment but anticipate normality when
the pubs and restaurants open properly, and
people will have more confidence to go out.
Everybody has been affected as we all stay
in our own little towns and bubbles.
Excitement for me is taking the dog for a
walk or going to Marks & Spencer. When
hospitality opens, I think we will return to
more normal business.

Q
A

Have you had to adapt your business
strategy?
XYZ Machine Tools ( www.is.gd/69Xtie )
has gained a reputation as being a
company that doesn’t inflate prices to offer
massive discounts, we sell at a fair price. If
you buy from other machine tool companies,
they will give you a discount if you beat them
over the head hard enough, but we have
always maintained our fair pricing policy,
which is in the front of our catalogue.
If you have got a fair price for your
product and sell it to everybody the same,
who can argue. We have stuck to that policy
through the pandemic, which enables us to
support customers and maintain their
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machine values. However, if we had, we
would not be making a profit, which is
what it is all about. We need to be
profitable so we can service customers for
the long-term. My feeling has always been
to look after everybody equally and fairly –
treat people right and they treat you right.

XYZ Machine Tools managing
director Nigel Atherton

Q
A

How have your European machine
exports been since Brexit?
Our European business used to be
about 10% of our turnover over last
“XYZ
15 years but in 2020 because of
Machine Tools has
Covid-19 we saw that drop and it is
evolved
to what our
just starting to pick up. Currently it
customers demand, and
is about 5% of our business. We
we have a core base of
have no problems exporting to
Europe and have all the paperwork,
around 6,000 customers,
but the problem lies that side of the
using 25,000
water. I am not sure why it has gone
machines”
down, but I did ring our sales
distributors personally and they said the
ProtoTRAK
business stayed
market is quiet over there. I said, ‘are we
hated by the Europeans for leaving the EU’,
consistent. There was a new ProtoTRAK
but they all said ‘no’. I didn’t want to come
out last year and that control we fit on a
out of the EU, and I am not sure whether
range of lathes and mills. We have
coming out is going to be good or bad.
expanded the range of lathes, but not the
mills.
How has your machine portfolio evolved
The future is about bringing in new
and do you have plans to develop it?
products and evolving them. In 2006 we
XYZ Machine Tools has evolved to what
launched a Compact Turn CT65 machine
our customers demand, and we have a
and it only had 250mm between the centres
core base of around 6,000 customers, using and we lost orders because of that, as
25,000 machines. These customers all tend some people wanted it bigger, so we
to be low volume manufacturers (less than
brought in a 510mm between centres
50-off batch sizes) but sometimes 50 to
CT65HD, same machine but more Z travel.
500.
Last year, to address a market for those
Years ago, we said we wanted to
wanting a low-cost turning centre, we
specialise in low volume production, so we
introduced the CT52LR.
haven’t got any really high volume machines,
We now also have 5-axis, which is
such as sliding-head lathes.
becoming more common. We used to sell
Our philosophy has always been that we
mainly 3-axis milling and still do – but 5-axis
won’t buy a machine that will not sell 12
is going to become more popular. I think
machines a year. We have lots of products –
companies will think more and more about
around 50 – all with different sizes.
that, as skilled labour is becoming more
Originally, we started off with manual
difficult as less people are being trained.
turret mills, then we went to manual lathes
For years, we had the VMC HD range
and surface grinders. Then in 1993, we
which were all box way and I was
discovered ProtoTRAK and still today, it is
adamant that was the only way we were
still a big part of our business and our
going, but as we saw our competitors
customers like it. We fit ProtoTRAK
come in with ball bearing and roller
ourselves in the UK.
bearing linear way machines, I
Last year, when competition was fierce in
eventually gave in, and we introduced
the VMC and turning centre sector, this was
our linear rail (LR) range and this has
where we were most heavily hit, our
been a super product but has still only

Q
A
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taken a small amount of business from our
box way machines and they are now
becoming more popular in the market,
offering both gives customers the choice
depending on their business needs.
The VMC range has expanded over the
last few years and in May, we will have a
new bigger 1600LR VMC machine with
1600mm by 660mm travel in the X and Y
axes. We also have a sub/twin-spindle

Above: XYZ
Robo-Tend
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Above: XYZ-RMX ProtoTRAK
touchscreen

turning centre arriving in May. We decided to
go into that market, as we have been asked
about them many times over the last two
years.
As for controls, two years ago, we
reintroduced Heidenhain for all our VMCs
and also have Siemens – which is our main
control on VMCs and turning centres. We
buy all our Siemens controls in the UK, and
this gives us much better support from
Siemens UK.

Q
A

What are your thoughts on
automation?
We have gone into automation with a
Robo-Tend that was designed in
collaboration with Manchester-based
Adelphi, but we see some reluctance in the
UK to automate. I think automation will play
a part but am not so sure it will take-off as
quickly as people think. Automation has
been around a long time now, but there are
100’s of workshops around here, with very
few having a robot.
We have introduced a package, as we
were concerned people were worried about
buying the automation, because if they go
and buy it and put it on their existing
machine, who is responsible for it when
there is something wrong?
We sell a Robo-Tend with a VMC and it
starts at just under £100,000 so we are
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with a small VMC and a turning centre, and
then swap the components between the
machines when you have a small batch
number.
If you get all milling work you have the
machine and likewise, if you have all
turning, but if you have got mill-turn work
you have two machines you can use to do
it. If you have your own products and are
not a subcontract shop, I absolutely
understand why you might want a single or
twin-spindle Turning Centre with live tooling
and Y-axis.
For my money, we have a 2-OP, a
fantastic portable machine, and you can
move it and take it to the side of a milling
machine or turning centre and perhaps you
machine five sides of a cube on a 5-axis
machine, and then you take the
component out and machine the
“We have
other side on a much cheaper
machine tool. As long as it
just signed up on a
takes less time on the 2-OP
new showroom in
responsible for the whole
or small VMC it is a really
Huddersfield....Next
thing and thought it might
good way of being more
up for us will be a
make things easier.
productive and having a
new showroom in
Enquiries have picked up
bigger variety of machines in
over the last few weeks
your
workshop.
Scotland”
since we introduced it.
I would have a 2-axis lathe
and VMC every day, over having a
Do you have any plans to expand
Y-axis turning centre if I was a
your footprint facility-wise in the UK?
subcontract shop.
We have 98,000 square foot at our main
If I was the manufacturer of a regular
facility in Tiverton, Devon, a 9,000 sq.
component, I would have one machine that
ft. showroom in Nuneaton, 3,000 sq. ft. in
could do both. ■
Slough and 3,000 sq. ft. in Sheffield. We
had a unit in Blackburn for 20 years but want
to be further along the M62 and have just
Below: XYZ UMC-5X
signed up on a new 5,000 sq. ft. showroom
in Huddersfield near J24 and J25 of the
M62. It is a good catchment area for
both the east and west of the
Pennines. Within two hours you can
usually get to any XYZ Machine
Tools showroom. Next up for us
will be a new showroom in
Scotland.

Q
A

Q
A

What tips do you have for
new businesses starting out?
People often look for more
sophisticated machines that you
can do milling and turning all in one
hit, but for my money if you are
subcontract shop you would be better off
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MOULD TOOLS & MOULDING MISSION MIDAS

Green ambitions fuel
machining investment
Plastic moulding manufacturer Midas Pattern Company has become a carbon net-zero business,
invested in a new Haas machining centre and continues to play a key role in the fight against Covid-19

P

recision polyurethane moulding
invest back into its machining technology,
company Midas Pattern Company has
workforce and helped it win new contracts.
become a carbon net-zero business,
NET-ZERO MANUFACTURER
saving costs and freeing up funds to invest
Midas’ environmental mission started in
back into the business, including in a new
2019 with the launch of the ‘Midas Green
Haas ( www.is.gd/Xhrvt3 ) VF-11/40 CNC
Initiative’ out of a passion and desire to “do
vertical machining centre (VMC) that has
the right thing” with every business process
significantly boosted capacity.
assessed as to how environmental
The firm starting trading more than 30
years ago, supplying precision foundry pattern improvements could be made to it or carbon
emissions reduced.
equipment to local foundries and employs 75
The firm first achieved carbon neutrality
staff at its two factories in
with the Carbon Trust and is now
Bedford, spread over 30,000
a carbon net-zero manufacturer.
square foot. It is best
Now setting its sights on the
known for producing very
ISO 14001 accreditation –
large polyurethane
the international standard
enclosures and
for an effective
housings up to three
environmental management
metres in size for the
system – Midas hopes to
scientific and medical
be certified by the
sectors.
autumn.
The polyurethane
Investments have
RIM moulding firm
included in energyprovides a range of
efficient compressors, EV
prototype and production
charging facilities, a move to
polyurethane moulding
solutions using
The MCM100 deep-diving air and mixed 100% biogas, and
Reaction Injection
gas electronic control rebreather made producing its own electricity
from solar panels, which
Moulding (RIM) and
at Midas
have all reduced Midas’
over the last year has
impact on the planet, while raising awareness
been working extensively with manufacturers
of the ‘climate emergency’ within the
of ventilators, laboratory test equipment and
manufacturing community. Encouraging firms
companies developing the Covid-19 vaccine.
to follow suit is something the firm wants to
Midas exports its mouldings to countries
do more of in the years ahead.
including the USA, China and Singapore, but
Rance explains: “We are all very lucky to be
most customers are based in the Oxford and
in business and to be a profitable business in
Cambridge innovation arc.
the UK right now, but if you don’t operate your
Over the last two years, led by managing
business in a green way with an ethical
director Alan Rance, the company has
mindset then your longevity might be limited.
become a carbon net-zero business with the
“A couple of years ago it was time to
environment at the heart of its strategy. He
says this has paid dividends and allowed it to revaluate where we were at and without
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hesitation, we decided to invest whatever we
could to take our business to the greenest
possible place we could. We felt that was
good for longevity and as a plastic
manufacturer we are always up against
negative PR that will only get worse, even
though there is a huge difference between a
ventilator housing and a sandwich packet.
“We needed to explain that we are a
responsible plastics manufacturer and that
the products we make are life-enhancing and
a worthy use of earth chemistry. We needed
to put our product and process across in a
positive light and the easiest way to do that
was to ‘green our business’ and make
amends for the mindset we had in the past.”
The move has not impacted profits, in fact
the opposite, enabling investments in the
new Haas VF-11/40 VMC machine and
boosting the firm’s image in the marketplace.
Rance adds: “We have done things to
make us a greener business and the changes
we have made have actually saved us money,
enabling us to invest back into the business
and our machining technology.”

VALUABLE CAPACITY
Investment in machining technology has
always been a priority and with healthy
profits, Midas invested in a new Haas VF11/40 VMC that has replaced an older
machine, the 2002 Midas VF-4 and is now
the largest CNC machine on the shop-floor.
Weighing in at 15,150 KG and with a
7.2-metre-long footprint, it has a machining
envelope of 3m by 1m by 0.7m. The new
Haas brings the number of machines at
Midas to seven, as it now operates six Haas
VMCs and one horizontal machine – a Correa.
The machine will complement Midas’
other Haas machines, enabling it to
manufacture more of its polyurethane
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Above:The new Haas VF-11-40 VMC arrives at the Midas factory
Left: Midas launched the Midas Green Initiative two years ago
and is now a carbon net-zero business
mouldings
through its
unique
composite resin
tooling system.
The new investment is making short work
of any new MRIM tooling requirement, helping
it to push boundaries on polyurethane part
size and complexity. Midas’ production grade
MRIM tooling can produce parts from A4 in
size right up to three metres by one metre.
Midas provides a rapid tooling service and
key to this is the partnership with Haas which
began back in 1997 with Midas’s first CNC
investment. Rance says Haas machines are
perfect for the firm’s machining requirement
as they have a large machining envelope, are
study and reliable, and provide a costeffective solution for a growing business.
He adds: “Even in challenging times, it is
important to keep investing. This latest
investment will add valuable capacity to our
company. It will help us react faster and push
boundaries on scale and complexity within
our niche manufacturing process.
“When you put a three-metre machine on
the floor, you also bring about a whole lot of
interest from your existing customer base, let
alone potential new customers. It shows
intent and makes it clear that we are well
invested for the long-term.”
Rance explains the investment will not
stop with the new Haas VF-11/40, as Midas
is constantly looking to move forward and
keep equipment up to date.
He adds: “Our horizontal Correa machine
is getting on a bit and so we are now looking
to move that on and replace it with more of
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the Haas vertical kit. It is old school, very
ridged, rugged and robust, but no way near
as fast in its machining strategies and ability
to do the kind of work we major on. Rather
than just see it sit there, we are investigating
an update right now.”

QUALITY OVER QUANTITY
Classified as a critical supplier, Midas has
played an integral role in fighting Covid-19
due to the majority of its business being
medical devices and investigative devices for
drug research. The firm’s CNC machinists
have been flat-out making moulding
enclosures for the last 12 months that have
been and continue to be key in making the
kit needed on the frontline.
Rance says: “The reason we didn’t close
for a single day in the pandemic, is a dozen
of our core blue-chip customers implored us
to stay open and keep supplying, as their
products were being supplied into the
frontline, so everything from ventilators and
CPAP machines.
“When it became clear what was
happening, we revisited our order book and
prioritised all of the jobs with parts
going into the NHS frontline or into
Covid support.
“We then rescheduled the rest of
the order book and thankfully, were
supported 100% by all our
customers.”
Rance explains the ethos of
Midas is “responsible
manufacturing” and if the company
takes a project on, it must be able
to justify it ethically and it is focused
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on anything that is life-enhancing.
Away from the medical sectors, projects
Midas is currently working on include
rebreather dive units for the UK Ministry of
Defence (MoD). The MCM100 is a deepdiving air and mixed gas electronic control
rebreather. The focus of the polyurethane
part is the technical complexity of producing
both natural RIM mouldings alongside
complex finish machining.
Previous projects include a multi-assembly
biochip instrument which saw the company’s
CNC machinists work on a 30-part assembly
with tooling completed in 12 weeks. An
impressive timescale which won Midas the
Plastics Industry Award for Toolmaker:
Supplier Partnership in 2021.
“Something like the MCM100 - that is
MoD, but where mines need to be cleared
that is also life-enhancing technology,” says
Rance. “It may not be the classical medical,
analytical device that we are renowned for,
but we are happy to be part
of that. If we can help save
lives then we are happy to
be involved.” ■
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Partnership brings
Vision to CMM market
Vision Engineering has made its first entry into the contact-only CMM market with the launch of Deltron,
a new machine developed in partnership Aberlink. Justin Burns went down to take a look

V

ision Engineering ( www.is.gd/iyk6TL )
has always been renowned for the
quality of its innovative products and
its growing metrology division has now
expanded with the arrival of Deltron - the
firm’s first contact-only co-ordinate measuring
machine (CMM).
The Surrey-based firm, located at a stateof-the-art facility in Send, near Woking, has
partnered up with Aberlink ( www.is.gd/
oP2kjx ), to develop the compact machine and
expand its market presence.
Designed for robustness, reliability,
affordability and ease of use, Deltron is a
shop-floor hardened non-Cartesian CMM with
an innovative delta robotic mechanism,
known for repeatable motion, fast
acceleration and high level of accuracy.
Commercial metrology manager Güven
Türemen, explains: “Vision
products have always been
known as easy-to-use and
shop-floor friendly as they
are inherently quite robust in
their design and more
recently, we have been
moving beyond that shopfloor capability with the LVC
range and TVM.
“In the process, we
found ourselves in need of
dedicated contact
measurement machine
because we have been in
the market for quite a long
time and have a good
customer base and supply
them with inspection
equipment, but when they
need metrology equipment,
they contact us about
contact measurement.
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“We developed Deltron to capitalise on
demand from our own customers first, and to
give our branches and distributors the chance
to grow coming out of the pandemic by
opening new doors and applications – and
not be limited to certain types of non-contact
measurement systems and so offer a broader
range of solutions.
“Deltron is the natural growth of our
product portfolio and completes the range,
offering us and our partners the chance to
explore new areas of the market.”
Vision Engineering is looking to grow its
metrology business with the launch, giving it
a more complete range of products to offer.

HIGH-SPEC CMM
Deltron is a general purpose entry-level CMM
for companies looking to upgrade their
measurement capabilities. Vision
expects most enquiries to be from
firms making machine parts, so
precision engineering and subcontract
manufacturers, who machine
components for the automotive,
medical device and aerospace
sectors.
As for the
specifications, the
delta mechanism on
Deltron operates
with a maximum
vector speed of
500mm/sec and a
maximum vector acceleration of
750mm/sec2.
Deltron is built with temperature
sensors which ensure the
measurement results are as though
they were performed at 20oC. This
means the system can be positioned
anywhere it is needed, next to a
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machine tool, in a manufacturing cell, or used
in a dedicated inspection area.
The cylindrical measuring volume of the
system is 370 mm (14.5”) diameter x
270mm (10.6”) in height. The measuring
accuracy of 2.6 + 0.4L/100 μm incorporates
0.1 μm resolution scales and a granite base
supports parts up to 200kg. Delivered with
ViTouch3D, a powerful and easy-to-use
software, suitable for different abilities.
Türemen notes that most other shop-floor
CMMs are usually bigger, heavier and costlier
than the Deltron, and its advantages are it is
compact, robust, can be easily positioned,
provides flexibility to workflows and is
practical to use for operators.

CLOSE PARTNERSHIP
Vision Engineering and Aberlink are wellknown manufacturers in their respective
markets and the collaboration on Deltron will
allow both companies to extend their
coverage of the global metrology market.
Türemen says the two companies have
been talking on various projects before, but
the partnership is the first of a number of
collaborative and innovative products the two
will work together on.
“We use Aberlink CMM technology in our
own manufacturing facilities in Surrey, UK and
in Connecticut, USA. We know how important
it is to have a robust and easy-to-use CMM in
the heart of our machine shop to ensure
consistent quality and compliance,” he adds.
“Our emphasis has always been on
ergonomics and ease of use in a production
environment.
“Aberlink has taken delta positioning
technology, widely used in automation, to
create a true shop-floor product for use close
to the point of manufacture, by production
engineers.” ■
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COMPACT SHOPFLOOR CMM
DELTRON is a robust CNC CMM, which can be used standalone, or
integrated into a manufacturing cell. Featuring a delta mechanism
with high levels of measurement accuracy and repeatability.

• Competitively priced
• Powerful yet easy to use measurement software
• Automation option to integrate to a production line
• Built-in temperature sensors maintain accuracy
even when ambient temperature is not controlled
• Substantial construction ensures stability

www.visioneng.com

Contact us for your free demo:
01483 248300
enquiries@visioneng.co.uk

Extol

CMM Accuracy where you need it
Shop ﬂoor CMM
Incredibly easy to use
Small footprint
Compatible with robot loading systems
Automatic tool offset correction available

£19,995
Contact us for a demo
T : +44 (0)1453 884461

E : sales@aberlink.com

www.aberlink.com

PARTNERS IN PRECISION

WHATEVER YOUR MEASUREMENT NEED...
Bowers Group offer
a range of dedicated
metrology equipment
and services to turn
designs into quality
components
Tel: 08780 50 90 50
Web: www.bowersgroup.co.uk
E-Mail us for more details
sales@bowersgroup.co.uk

The Bowers Group of Companies

QUALITY & METROLOGY MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY

AM Hydraulic turns to Faro; LK
Metrology continues to innovate;
A&M EDM purchases a Mitutoyo;
Hexagon launches new CMM;
Nikon Metrology starts new
package; Bowers Group supplies
Broanmain Plastics; plus, news
and products in brief

Flexible
measuring investments
P

ortable measuring arms that can be
easily moved and set-up on shopfloors are proving invaluable for
manufacturers across a range of applications.
AM Hydraulics is always searching for high
precision and its requirement was a flexible
measuring device to utilise in two company
divisions, so it turned to Faro UK’s ( www.
is.gd/ziVKuB ) QuantumM 3D ScanArm and
Fargo Gage measuring arm, as they offered
the speed, precision and capacity needed.
The Birmingham-based firm works across the
aerospace, nuclear power, earth moving, oil &
gas, and wind power industries.
Given the size – up to Ø3000mm, and
weight – up to 20 tonnes, of AM Hydraulics’
workpieces, administering an efficient inprocess quality regime presents a range of
challenges. It chose a QuantumM ScanArm
with a 2.5m capacity.
Development engineer Stuart Hill says: “In
addition, as it is easily transportable and
quick and simple to set-up, it helps that our
operators can carry the QuantumM ScanArm
to all of our production areas and quickly put
it to work carrying out
detailed inspection work
using its touch probe or
its non-contact laser
probe.”
The 7-axis Freedom
Ultimate Scan portable
measuring arm from LK
Metrology
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The machine has significantly reduced
inspection data capture times, as staff are
now able to instantly download collected
data, store it directly onto a computer and
compare it against nominal CAD data.
Likewise, when measuring the company’s
AM Tooling division’s relatively smaller
workpieces, the Faro Gage measuring arm is
proving its worth. This division specialises in
the manufacture, assembly and repair of
press tools, in addition to providing jig and
fixture design and manufacturing service.
Hill explains: “As well as speeding-up AM
Tooling’s inspection work and flow of data,
our use of the Fargo Gage has enabled us to
increase or precision capabilities. Also, as it
is so flexible, the Gage has helped us to
lessen our reliance on hand tools, such as
calipers and height gauges, and to reduce the
use of numerous measuring instruments
spread around our shop-floor.”
The Faro Gage is an intuitive and versatile
portable CMM with a 1.5m (4.9 ft) working
volume and a volumetric accuracy of
0.022mm (0.0009 in.).

PORTABLE INNOVATIONS
The portable measuring arms sector is growing
fast and CMM manufacturer LK Metrology
( www.is.gd/fGJaME ) continues to innovate its
offering and has expanded its Freedom arm
range of 3D articulating arm metrology
systems, with the launch of five ultra accuracy
models in both 6-axis and 7-axis variants. The
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10 new arms bring the total number of
different varieties available from LK to 34.
Freedom Ultimate and Freedom Ultimate
Scan are available with measurement volumes
from 2.5 to 4.5 metres, according to the
model. Each complements the comparable
size of existing Freedom Classic and higher
accuracy Freedom Select products with six
axes designed for touch probing, as well as
the 7-axis Scan equivalents for multi-sensor
metrology including laser scanning.
The arms are shipped with a calibration
sphere and verification bar with ISO 17025
certification, offer increased precision in
applications spanning quality control and onmachine verification to reverse engineering,
virtual assembly design and 3D modelling.
Meanwhile, LK Metrology has also
introduced an automated stylus tip cleaning
system, LK StyliCleaner, which takes just 30
seconds to remove debris from a stylus tip,
eliminating the tendency to delay cleaning and
reducing the risk of taking inaccurate
measurements.
The system has been launched, as a
common problem in inspection rooms and on
the shop-floor is that stylus cleaning is a
tedious and time-consuming job to do by hand
and reduces the amount of time the CMM is
available for measuring.

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
West Midlands-based A&M EDM specialises
in EDM wire and spark erosion and has been
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Above: The Mitutoyo Crysta-Apex V CNC CMM
Right: The Hexagon Leitz PMM Gold
boosted by the purchase of a Mitutoyo ( www.
is.gd/swyodx ) Crysta-Apex V CNC CMM with
an X, Y, Z capacity of 900 x 1000 x 800mm
to help it meet rising volume of components
being produced at its machining facility.
Quality inspector Steve Foster says one of
the reasons the machine was chosen was
one of the firm’s major aerospace customers
has multiple Mitutoyo CMMs. “The
company’s staff reported that their CMMs
were extremely efficient and reliable and that
they had received excellent service from
Mitutoyo UK,” he adds.
The Crysta-Apex-V series of CNC CMMs
deliver accuracy, speed and versatility and
addition to being ideal for today’s demanding
inspection tasks. Mitutoyo’s new generation
CMMs are designed for the smart factory of
the future and for the connected production
environment.
The performance specification is
underpinned by features that include an
advanced real-time thermal compensation
system that makes accurate measurement
possible in environments with varying
temperatures.

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
New coordinate measuring machines (CMM)
continue to be developed and Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence ( www.
is.gd/4pPnHA ) has launched the Leitz PMM
Gold, which it says overcomes challenges
common to the measurement of delicate
components, such as smartphone camera
lens assemblies or electric motor hairpins.
The company explains it helps
manufacturers perform quality inspections up
to four to six times faster than conventional
methods with uncompromising sub-micron
accuracy.
Hexagon says with a first term lengthmeasurement accuracy of .28 microns, the
Leitz PMM Gold is the most accurate
metrology machine it has ever produced.
The new machine’s optical inspection
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takes about five minutes to inspect a lens
barrel from start to finish, which is up to 4-6
times faster than the profilometers typically
used enabling complete sampling of parts to
ensure they are of sufficient quality
for use in advanced new products.
Crucially, Hexagon notes it does
not contact fragile components
during measurement and its optical
inspection sensor is especially sensitive
to deviations in geometry, which can be
critical to validating the quality of precision
components.
Continued demand for high-value products
precisely assembled from delicate materials,
such as smartphones and wearable
technology, requires electronics
manufacturers to inspect large volumes of
fragile and miniaturised components with
high precision.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Meanwhile, Nikon Metrology ( www.is.gd/
WvgTCc ) has launched a new Detector
Evaluation Package in accordance with ASTM
E2737, which offers automated analysis of
image data with performance trend analysis
and to help users of Nikon Metrology's X-ray
CT systems to process check their detector
performance throughout service.
The new package is available to suit the

entire range of Nikon Metrology’s X-ray CT
inspection, metrology and large envelope CT
systems. All of the manufacturer's X-ray
sources are supported including rotating
target technology and the world's only 450kV
microfocus source, in addition to the full
range of detectors.
Data is obtained on nine detector
parameters: spatial resolution,
contrast sensitivity, material
thickness range, signal-to-noise
ratio, signal level, image
burn-in, image lag, offset value
and bad pixel distribution.

IMPROVING CONSISTENCY
As part of the Bowers Group
( www.is.gd/qZe5sf ) - Baty
International – has supplied Broanmain
Plastics with a Baty R14 profile projector to
assist with their inspection and quality
processes.
The Baty range of profile projectors, often
referred to as shadowgraphs or optical
comparators, has enjoyed a resurgence since
the introduction of the FT2-E touch screen
DRO. The R14 is a bench mount profile
projector providing high accuracy, non-contact
optical measurement and inspection, with a
large 175mm x 100mm measuring range.
Looking to improve on the consistency of
produced parts, and to work more effectively
within time constraints, Broanmain Plastics
invested in the R14 profile projector to
support their quality team in measuring
complex components.
The technical trade moulder manufactures
compression and injection moulded
components used in various applications
throughout many industries. ■

Metrology news and products in brief
■ Gloucester-based metrology distributor
ECG Gauging has introduced the Tomelleri
range of accurate portable measuring
arms to the UK manufacturing and quality
market. ( www.is.gd/IaxeSk )

■ Renishaw has launched the innovative
FORTiS enclosed linear absolute encoder
series, for use in harsh environments,
such as machine tools.
( www.is.gd/gamBUy )

■ Bowers Group has appointed Martin
Hawkins as its new deputy managing
director. He started the role in March.
( www.is.gd/O2cRl7 )

■ Nikon Metrology has made
improvements to its new, 225 kV,
microfocus X-ray CT system, the XT H 225
ST 2x. ( www.is.gd/gm7kcU )
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Precision gear measurement
Production quality is of fundamental importance in the manufacturing
of precision gears. Mitutoyo understand these challenges and
are trusted to provide the best solutions for inspection by many
leading brands. With extensive knowledge and experience of gear
measurement, and by utilising the latest CMM, Vision, Form machines
and dedicated software, Mitutoyo are an ideal partner to meet your
exacting quality standards.

To discover more about the effective and reliable evaluation of gears
visit www.mitutoyo.co.uk/gears or scan the code below:

Dominik Stegmann, product
manager 4-axis, presents the
new Grob 4-axis universal
machining centres

It is not always
about 5-axes
German machine manufacturer Grob held an online Open House
in March, where it launched its new 4-axis universal machining
centres and hosted a series of webinars

F

or over 90 years, Grob ( www.is.gd/
eYOnfa ) has been developing
manufacturing systems and machine
tools and it has now launched its new series
of 4-axis universal machining centres in the
shape of the G440, G640 and G840.
With the development of the new 4-axis
machine series, Grob says it is “pursuing the
market requirements for a robust and
dynamic 4-axis horizontal machine”. Thanks
to their modular machine design and high
option variety, the G440, G640, and G840
4-axis machining centres can be individually
configured to meet specific customer
requirements.
Like the 5-axis universal machining centre
from Grob, the company says the 4-axis
machine series has a compact design, high
productivity and maximum stability and, in
addition to the automotive sector, is also
ideally suited for the mechanical engineering,
bus and truck, rail, agricultural and
construction machinery and fluid technology
segments.
The German company employs 6,800
people and in the 2019/20 fiscal year posted
a revenue of €1.21bn. It has production
plants in Mindelheim (Germany), Bluffton,
Ohio (USA), São Paulo (Brazil), Dalian (China),
and Pianezza (Italy), as well as worldwide
service and sales offices. Grob says the new
4-axis machine is “distinguished from the
market environment by a high loading weight,
high feed forces, and accelerations of the
main axes”.
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Speaking at the Open House event,
completely covered from the machine. This
Dominik Stegmann, product manager 4-axis,
allows you (users) to exchange the magazine
says launch of the 4-axis universal machining
at any time, even across machine types
centres is the next step and milestone in the
thanks to the standardised interface.
company’s history.
“This means you can upgrade at any time
He explains that at first glance there are
from the standard pick-up magazine with 50
only three machines in total, but there are
tool pockets to the largest 4-disc type tool
actually five options, giving operators the
magazine with 240 magazine pockets,
opportunity to choose a machine that fits
through Plug-and-Play.”
their needs and requirements.
Stegmann says in the “usual Grob
The G440 comes with an X, Y, Z axis
manner” the spindle range is broad, covering
travel of 800mm x 800mm x
everything from the smallest HSK-A63
800mm. However, the G640 is
degree spindle to the HSK-A100
available in two different
spindle, allowing users to
versions. Firstly, with an
choose the most suitable
X-travel of 1,050mm, a
spindle for processes and
Y-travel of 800mm and
components.
Z-travel of 1,050mm, and
“Of course, we are
a second option with an
constantly expanding our
X-travel of 1,050mm,
portfolio here, which is why we
Y-travel of 1,000mm and
are soon to make another
Z-travel of 1,050mm – giving
announcement,” he adds.
20% more working space.
“Our promise is a modular
The G840 also comes
machine structure, made in
Grob has developed modular
with two options. The first
one-part and sturdy, a unique
applications within Grobhas an X-travel of
NET4Industry that can be used to magazine design – Plug-and1,400mm, a Y-travel of
connect not only Grob machines, Play, diverse automation
1,200mm and an Z-travel
solutions from a single
but all types of machines
of 1,400mm and a second
source, 24/7 service, quick
one with an X, Y, Z-travel of 1,400mm x
delivery and guaranteed spare part
1,400mm x 1,400mm – resulting in a working availability.”
space increase of 14%.
Grob’s customers include the most
Stegmann adds: “Another unique aspect
renowned automobile manufacturers, their
of the series is the tool magazine; it is
suppliers, and companies from a wide range
equipped with its own control system that is
of industries.
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SUPPLY SIDE GROB OPEN HOUSE

The Grob 4-axis G640

UNLOCKING THE FULL POTENTIAL
Another webinar session focused on
automation and Grob’s ethos is that for its
machine tools to develop their full potential
in small, medium and large series
production, it offers customers a
comprehensive range of automation
solutions.
From various standard solutions to
flexible robot cells, flexible manufacturing
systems and turnkey production lines,
operators can access to almost all
technically feasible options for
individualising their production processes to
provide, flexibility, individual adaptation to
capacities, increased productivity and
reduced costs.
The Grob robot cell GRC is one product,
and in combination with Grob machine tools,
the firm says it delivers maximum flexibility
and individualisation in production. The
innovative feeding system with part drawers
enables longer unmanned production. An
automatic clamping fixture and part gripper
change is available for different clamping
fixtures and part types. The connection to
the Grob production control software Grob
Automation for flexible planning and
management of work orders improves the
production sequences.
Grob standard automation includes rotary
and linear pallet storage system. The rotary
pallet storage system PSS-R light-R (pictured
right) is the cost-effective entry-level solution
and basic version. It is characterised by light
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component weights (up to 240 kg), low
complexity, and by its autonomy from a half
to a full operator shift. It is also well suited
for flexible and economic production for
small and medium lot sizes and even
individual orders.
The Grob rotary pallet storage system
PSS-R is available in two standard sizes
(PSS-R400, PSS-R630) with three different
pallet storage capacities each (5, 10, 13, or
15 pallets) for connection to a machine tool.
The linear pallet storage system, a
proprietary Grob development, complements
the product range with an automated,
flexible manufacturing system for a wide
variety of part machining. It is suitable for
linking up to five machine tools on a pallet
storage rack with a maximum of 87 pallet
storage pockets.
The machining operations can be
connected in series by dividing the
machines into different machining
processes such as roughing or finishing.

ADDED VALUE THROUGH DIGITIZATION
A webinar session also shone the spotlight
on digitization and how it can create added
value, explaining its importance in
manufacturing, and solutions Grob can offer
to increase transparency in production and
manufacturing to counter the increasing cost
pressure in companies.
Owing to further development of universal
connectivity and more flexible customisation
options, the modular applications developed
by Grob within Grob-NET4Industry can be
used to connect not only Grob

machines, but all types of machines and
controls from all manufacturers in a holistic
digitization concept.
Following the implementation of GrobNET4Industry in universal machining
centres, Grob is now a recognised player in
the OEM business. It is partner of
Volkswagen (VW) for its Digital Production
Platform DPP in its Industrial Cloud. There,
production processes are optimised by
networking machines, plants, and systems
at VW production sites. Along with other
firms, Grob is a pioneer partner of this
Industrial Cloud from VW and provides its
software application Grob-NET4Industry.
Grob also works with the likes of SAP,
Microsoft and Amazon Web Services (AWS),
but is not only focusing on the major players
and wants to cover firms of all sizes.
“In order to be able to continue to
successfully establish GROB-NET4Industry in
the market, we have built up a special,
trusting relationship with our customers over
the course of the last few years,” explains
Emil Nigl, product sales manager,
responsible for Grob-NET4Industry.
“Only in this way, coupled with in-depth
expertise, can we achieve success and
further expand our reach in the market.
Especially since individual customer projects
and customer developments are the next big
thing.”
This process and need has been
accelerated by the Covid-19 pandemic, as
the outbreak of the virus has made
customers even more aware of the benefits
and advantages of digital solutions. ■

The automated rotary pallet storage
system PSS-R light-R
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The M20:
Designed for the future
WFL Millturn Technologies has developed its most technologically advanced Millturn yet, which it says
will meet the demands of customers for fully-automated complete machining solutions following their
experiences during the Covid-19 pandemic

A

ustrian-based WFL Millturn
Technologies has launched the M20,
their latest product in the
comprehensive range of Millturns. The M20
machine will make its world premier at EMO
taking place in October 2021.
The company has positioned the M20 at
customer segments looking for a compact
and powerful complete machining solution
and it offers special technologies and
features in addition to the existing smaller
machines of WFL. The UK distributor is Kyal
Machine Tools ( www.is.gd/NI7Vr1 ).
Decades of expertise in complete
machining have gone into the development of
the completely new M20 machine in both the
design and technology. Special features
include the high stability of the machine, as
well as the integrated motor spindle concept
for demanding machining technologies. The
M20 is designed for integration of automation
to enable a multitude of component types to
be easily manipulated within the machining
cell.
Günther Mayr,
managing director
sales,
technologies and
customer
services, explains
when

Günther Mayr
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developing the M20, the
compact integrated direct driven milling
objective was to introduce a
spindle. The flexibility provides a
compact and rigid machine
complete range of machining
designed for long-term
applications to be realised
accuracy and the focus was
together with multiple material
on “complete machining”.
types like aluminium or
He adds: “The machine
magnesium-alloys.
frame is made from spheroidal
DIVERSE CAPABILITIES
graphite, which is extremely
WFL says the M20 has the
strong and guarantees
capabilities to meet a range of
excellent damping
applications and is capable of
characteristics. Thanks to the
carrying out demanding and
construction of the machine,
complex machining tasks in
which incorporates vibrationTools can be changed over
the aerospace, automotive,
absorbent cast components
automatically from the tool
engineering and plastics
that offer optimum rigidity,
magazine into the upper
industries, due to its flexibility,
even the heavy cuts that are
and lower tool system
it is also ideal for subcontract
required during machining are
manufacturers.
carried out without vibration. Large spaces
Designed with a workspace concept for
between the guide rails and trolleys on the
machining lengths of up to 1000mm, a
slide guides also guarantee a high degree of
swing diameter of 500mm and workpiece
system rigidity.”
weight of 1000kg allowing for diverse
With the concept of integrated loading,
WFL has cut the amount of space to 50% and applications and machining possibilities
the M20 is designed for 250mm and 315mm (further machining lengths are planned).
The tool magazine can hold 40 tools as
diameter chuck, with an X-axis travel of
standard or optionally 80 tools with HSK-63
575mm (+475; -100). The M20 has the
or PSC63 (Capto C6). The maximum tool
ability of drilling, tapping and turning flange
weight is 10kg and the maximum tool
holes, reducing handling, increasing output,
diameter is 90mm (adjacent) or 130mm
and verses traditional manufacturing
(non-adjacent). In addition, the lower
processes increasing profitability.
compound slide with tool turret can hold
The Y-axis travel is 260mm (±130), and
12-24 tools. The machine can also be
the Z-axis travel is 1250mm, and the
machine is suitable for machining workpieces equipped with a bar feeder.
A highlight is the lower B axis option
up to Ø500mm and is equipped with a 44 kW
complete with tool change capability
(32) main spindle at 40% (100%) duty cycle
enabling tools to be automatically changed
and 4000rpm.
from the tool change magazine to either the
The M20 is equipped with a B-axis having
a swivel range of ±120° for unlimited contour upper or lower B axis spindle, enabling tools
to be set in parallel to the machining cycle.
machining, as well as the 20,000 rpm
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SUPPLY SIDE MEETING MARKET DEMANDS

M20 Millturn - achieving maximum flexibility and performance with smart machining
Due to the unparalleled and diverse
range of applications covered, WFL is
expecting high demand from the UK and
global markets.

WIDE-RANGING BENEFITS
The M20 operator panel now comes with an
innovative multi touch 24 inch wide-screen
with full HD resolution providing an available
range of benefits to the operators, notably
the display can be divided with various
programs being displayed on multi-page
subsites, this allows functions such as the
WFL iControl process monitoring, graphics,
programs, statistics and real-time data to be
displayed in parallel.
The WFL CrashGuard, CrashGuard Studio
and Millturn PRO programs can also be
displayed in the header bar and the window
below is used to display information on axis
loads, tools, the CrashGuard Viewer, axis
movements in real-time and more, providing
operators with different options for
monitoring their manufacturing process. The
operator panel is also equipped with a
swivel arm.
Mayr says there are also benefits in
having the tool magazine situated at the
front of the machine allowing the operator to
view and set up the tools quickly and easily.
The machine system is equipped with a
comprehensive range of condition
monitoring sensors, including the milling
spindle as optional, enabling the optimum
machining conditions to be realised, and
additionally enables recording of
temperature and vibration values with the
ability to output this data to external
systems.
Mayr adds: “Another significant benefit of
the machine design enables different
automation options around the customer’s
specific requirements to be integrated
seamlessly. The automation systems are
mounted on the right-hand side of the
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machine representing a completely new
variation of automation.”
“The main guide rail for the handling
system runs into the working area from the
right. The gripper slide moves on the guide
piston and can load and unload workpieces
in this way. The workpieces are stored
within a carousel system.”
The integrated motor spindle concept is a
fundamental of the machine and turns high
dynamics into a reality, meaning the M20 is
perfectly suited to universal and demanding
machining processes.
The X-travel at -100mm beneath the
centreline also opens up new opportunities
for complete machining. A drill pattern with
a circumference up to a diameter of 200mm
can be drilled by moving the XY coordinates,
without moving the workpiece.
The two B-axis systems also offer
possibilities for machining thin-walled,
funnel-shaped turbine parts. The
simultaneous B-axis turning is extremely
useful here. The interpolating NC-driven
B-axis is also suitable for turning with a
pivoting B-axis.
Thanks to the availability and flexibility of
B-axis turning it is possible to manufacture
features in a single cut that would have
traditionally required multiple tools, reducing
cycle time and improving quality.

GROWING PRESENCE
Last year, WFL launched its myMILLTURN
digital B2B platform for maximising machine
utilisation, information exchange and
networking relating to Millturn topics, as well
as finding perfectly adapted tool solutions
and training options.
Mayr says the platform raises
collaboration with customers to a “new
level” and offers new features such as:

myCommunity – communication platform,
myCapaMax – a platform for maximising
machine utilisation, myToolFinder – online
assistance for the perfect tool solution and
myAcademy – a unique Millturn further
education portal.
“The new portal has been received very
well by our customers. We’ve already had a
lot of registrations since it was launched and
are very pleased with this result,” he adds.
Mayr expects to see new trends in the
market, the main being innovation, but also
demand for high speed and high precision
machining, composite materials, functional
expansion and improvement, increased
performance ergonomic operation,
automation enabling 24/7 production to be
achieved, expansion of the functional
software, energy saving and environmentally
friendly.
He also believes it is crucial to offer
precisely adapted products and intelligent
technology of machine tools, which takes
over the device function, the control system
and the software.
Mayr says WFL can also offer many great
solutions around the topic of Industry 4.0 or
digitization: starting with the updated version
of the WFL CrashGuard Studio, the
completely new process monitoring WFL
iControl and further developments in sensor
technology in tools and the Millturn.
Despite a tough 12 months due to the
pandemic, WFL navigated the crisis well, and
in 2021, it is aiming to grow faster than the
market, as it sees a strong trend of
customised machines.
Mayr concludes: “We want to have a
stronger presence in the markets, establish
additional branches and look after national
regions. We want to use the latest
technology, not just in its machines but also
in its processes and service support. The
expansion of the sales and service network
(with 24/7) in the markets is a key strategic
goal.” ■

Right: Two B-axis systems in one machine
for simultaneous B-axis turning
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CLAMP ONCE –
MACHINE COMPLETE

MACHINING CENTRES RAPID RESPONSE

Yamazaki Mazak helps McLaren
Formula 1 for new season;
the Engineering Technology
Group (ETG) supports Micron's
ambitions; Gateshead start-up
invests in 10 Doosan machines
in first three months; Kingsbury
a key cog in Michell Bearings’
business; and a Matsuura
machine enables JJ Churchill to
meet demand

The Mazak Integrex
i-100S bought by
McLaren Formula 1

Driving
growth ambitions
A

quick turnaround between a machining
centre being ordered and delivered
is often critical and Yamazaki Mazak
( www.is.gd/9JVWKH ) has fuelled the McLaren
Formula 1 team's preparations for the 2021
season by supplying and commissioning
a new fully simultaneous 5-axis machining
centre in just four weeks.
The Integrex i-100S Multi-Tasking
machining centre, became operational at
McLaren’s Technology Centre in Surrey at the
end of the February, taking the number of
Mazak machines used by McLaren to 28.
The i-100S benefits from a compact,
ergonomic design complete with a large
machining envelope. It is capable of
machining both round and square workpieces
up to Ø 500mm and 854mm in length from
raw material with just one set-up, one
machine and one operator.
Its versatility will enable it to be used for
the manufacture of a variety of parts including
those used within the suspension,
transmission and engine systems, as well as
general car system components.
Malcolm Jones, manager, machining &
fabrication at McLaren Racing, says: “As part
of our longer-term investment strategy in
manufacturing technologies we plan for
regular upgrades to our existing portfolio of
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machines to ensure we operate with the
fastest, most efficient technology available.
“At the end of 2020 we acknowledged the
need to increase the versatility of our inhouse machining to help improve our
competitiveness on the track. However, with
just a small window of opportunity ahead of
our 2021 team launch, we needed to act
fast.
“Having broached the challenge with
Mazak, we quickly identified the i-100S as an
appropriate solution. Crucially, the team at
Mazak was able to source a machine and
arrange for it to be shipped, installed and
commissioned in just four weeks. Not only
does it complement our machine portfolio
nicely, but it also underpins our need for
more flexible and capable machines.
“What’s more, features such as the
SmoothX CNC and the second spindle will
enable us produce components to a higher
degree of accuracy and faster than the older
generation machines.”
He concludes: “The i-100S is the next
step forward in our larger plans to refresh our
machine shop and invest in the latest
simultaneous 5-axis machine tool technology.
We highly value our close working relationship
with Mazak which will help us to make parts
faster and more accurately.
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FITTING IN NICELY
To support continued growth ambitions,
workholding specialist Micron Workholding
Ltd has installed a new 3-axis machining
centre from the Engineering Technology Group
(ETG) ( www.is.gd/0PHXhL ).
The entry-level Vulcan VMC610L
machining centre from ETG was chosen due
to its spacious work envelope in a compact
floor area; something that was a crucial factor
in the selection process made by managing
director Matt Jenness.
A small footprint machine was key, to fit
into the firm’s facility in Wellesbourne and the
Vulcan VMC610L fitted the bill. The machine
has got an X-axis of 610mm, but the table is
650mm so suits the needs of Micron.
The Cambridgeshire workholding expert
and developer of the Microloc technology
selected a couple of optional extras to suit
their needs. The standard machine has a
high specification with a 10,000rpm spindle,
20bar through spindle coolant, 24 tool
station and swarf management.
The Vulcan Series has recently been
introduced to the UK, and the VMC610L is the
smallest of the linear guide series of VMC’s
from ETG. Within the compact work envelope
is axis travel of 610 by 400 by 450mm in X, Y
and Z with a 650 by 400mm table.
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Above: The entry-level Vulcan VMC610L was chosen by
Micron Workholding due to its spacious working envelope
Right: EAG Precision Ltd invested in 10 new Doosan machine
tools in the first three months of operation
The machine has 36m/min rapids and a
10,000rpm spindle as standard, but
customers can select from a direct, belt or
built-in spindle derivative with varying torque
ranges and spindle speeds from 8,000rpm
through to 30,000rpm, depending upon the
model selected.
From a build quality and design
perspective, the Vulcan VMC610L has been
designed using a Finite Element Analysis to
ensure the machine can handle high cutting
forces and loads.

CLEAR STRATEGY
Not many new start-ups have the confidence
to invest in 10 new Doosan machine tools in
the first three months, but Gateshead-based
EAG Precision Ltd has done, all supplied by
Mills CNC ( www.is.gd/OIjyom ) – the exclusive
distributor in the UK and Ireland.
Operating from its 14,000 square foot
facility, EAG specialises in the small and
medium batch production of complex, high
precision parts for the defence, marine,
medical and renewables sectors, among
others.
EAG has achieved ISO 9001: 2015
approval and specialises in machining
complex components (including prototypes) to
tight tolerances and exacting surface finishes
for customers based in the UK and the US.
The company, also designs, manages and
implements complex turnkey projects for its
customers.
The directors and senior management
team of the company have over 100 years’
collective experience of working in the
precision manufacturing sector, so knew what
machine tools they wanted.
EAG’s managing director Dave Graham,
says: “We knew that owing to the depth and
breadth of the Doosan machine tools range
we would be able to find machines perfectly
suited to our needs and requirements. It was
also a big positive (especially for a new
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start-up in terms of time and
logistics) if the machines could
be acquired from a single
source.”
To improve operational efficiencies,
optimise manufacturing flexibility and help
with lead time fulfilment, EAG invested in
several advanced and proven multi-tasking
Doosan machines.
These included Lynx long-bed lathes with
Y-axes, sub-spindles and driven tools, a largecapacity Puma lathe with full mill-drill
capability, Doosan DNM machining centres
supplied with 4th-axis units and a highproductivity twin-pallet vertical machining
centre. All Doosan machines acquired are
equipped with Fanuc controls.

MAINSTAY OF PRODUCTION
AGM Michell invented the tilting pad bearing
and the firm he founded in 1920, Michell
Bearings, now manufactures a range of white
metal and PTFE-lined bearing products. It has
a global client base, making pumps, motors,
turbines and generators for the commercial
marine, naval and industrial markets.
The mainstay of production on the shopfloor at the South Shields factory is a pair of
5-axis mill-turn machining centres built by
Hermle, and supplied by Kingsbury ( www.
is.gd/jZg66Y ) – the sales and service agent for
the UK, Ireland and Middle East.
A 5-axis mill-turn machine was the
preferred option, as this style of production
centre offered a single-platform solution for
producing all main parts that go into a vertical
bearing as well as four principal constituents
of a horizontal bearing. As ones and twos are
generally machined, cutting out set-up time is
especially important for cost effective
production.
The traditional process for machining a
vertical casing formerly took seven
operations. These are compressed into two
set-ups on a Hermle mill-turn centre,
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eliminating five reclampings saving around
seven hours per component.
The Hermle C 60 UMT with its 1,200 mm
by 1,300 mm by 900 mm working volume was
selected due to its robust
construction and high precision
machining capability. This is crucial
as bearings include tight tolerances,
such as 25 microns maximum total
runout over 400 mm for the
perpendicularity of a face to the bore.

QUICK TURNAROUND
Market Bosworth-based Precision engineering
firm JJ Churchill reduced the traditional
response time by two thirds for parts required
by Surface Technology International (STI) for
asymptomatic Covid-19 testing equipment.
The machining was carried out on a
Matsuura ( www.is.gd/pO7hSn ) MAM72-35V
5-axis CNC machining centre – which is
designed for long periods of unmanned,
automated running and the production of high
accuracy parts.
Progressing from the first telephone
enquiry to the manufacture of production
parts in a matter of weeks, with prototype
parts machined in days. Prototype to
production, in the large volumes required,
would normally take more than 16 weeks.
JJ Churchill deployed its rapid prototyping
capabilities with the availability of a first
development part within hours of receiving the
drawings from STI, a specialist contract
electronics manufacturer. It is celebrating the
delivery of its 10,000th production part to the
medical devices industry, as it ramps up
production. ■
EAG specialises in the small and medium
batch production of complex, high
precision parts for the defence, marine,
medical and renewables sectors
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THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN AVERAGE
AND ALPHA
HORN TOOLS
HORN stands for powerful technology at the cutting
edge, plus outstanding performance and reliability.
Our precision tools make the difference – helping you
venture into new territory.
www.phorn.co.uk

The new Kawasaki ZX165U lifts enough
blocks for Mid Cork Pallets & Packaging
to manufacture 5,400 Euro pallets a day

Automating
to success

CNC Robotics installed two KUKA
robots in Autodesk’s Advanced
Design & Manufacturing Facility in
Birmingham

Kawasaki robot installation boosts output in Cork; robot cell installed
by CNC Robotics is used to manufacture part of the hull for a
3D-printed boat; Roscomac automates using Brother machines; Holroyd
Precision turns to Fanuc; Wesbart integrates bending and robotics;
plus, news and products in brief

R

obotics and automation are being
integrated into manufacturing
processes at businesses across a
range of sectors, as the benefits from
investing are making a difference, but it is
vital that they are installed without negatively
impacting productivity.
This was the case in Cork, Ireland, where
a new Kawasaki ( www.is.gd/NlET33 ) robot has
been installed at pallet producer Mid Cork
Pallets & Packaging’s Clondrohid site to
replace an older version which completed an
estimated two million fault-free lifting cycles.
Having benefited from 20 years of service
from the older Kawasaki robot, the business
was keen to replace it with the latest version
from the same manufacturer and a brand-new
Kawasaki ZX165U robot was commissioned
at the plant.
Mid Cork Pallets & Packaging production
rates are high with around 5,400 standard
Euro-pallets manufactured each day. The
company’s new Kawasaki ZX165U robot is
tasked with moving compressed and moulded
‘air blocks’ which are used in the
manufacture of these (and other) pallet
products.

Joe Martello, owner of Roscomac, by
the 5-axis automated Speedio / Feedio
production cell (see page 37)
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Gripping trays of up to 96 blocks at a
time, the robot uses side clamps to take
them from a conveyor and then rotates them
through more than 180° to deposit the trays
direct onto a pallet assembly machine.
As with most factories, Mid Cork Pallets &
Packaging can ill-afford unscheduled
downtime, and this was identified as a critical
element when discussing the replacement
robot with Kawasaki Robotics and its
approved integrator on the project, KTM
Systems.
Mid Cork’s Martin O’Mahony says the
company needed a replacement robot that
offered greater speed than its predecessor,
and had the capacity to grow with the
business given that output is forecast to
continue increasing significantly.
A Kawasaki CP180L robot is also proving
its worth at the Haith Group, a designer and
manufacturer of specialist machinery. In
addition to a significant UK customer base
the business also exported machines to 13
countries in 2020.
Haith’s special build capabilities include
bespoke palletising and bagging systems as
well as tailored, fully mobile form-fill-seal

machines for aggregate and root crop
handling systems.
The firm is deploying a Kawasaki CP180L
robot as part of a typical form-fill-seal system.
The robot picks up the filled and sealed bags
of aggregate, each weighing up to 40kg,
lifting and rotating them through 90° and then
stacking them in the approved and
programmed pattern onto adjacent pallets
ready for dispatch.
Kawasaki’s CP180L is one of the
manufacturers’ most popular robots in the UK
and is widely used across many industries. It
is suited to challenging applications in
arduous environments where heavy payloads
and high precision coupled with speed and
accuracy are required.
Carrying its maximum payload of 180kg,
the 5-axis robot offers a reach of 3,255mm
and a palletising capability of more than
2,000 cycles/hr. Despite the speed,
positional accuracy when carrying the 180kg
payload at maximum reach is +/- 0.5mm.

CREATING NEW POSSIBILITIES
Robots are being used in a diverse range of
applications and a robot cell installed by

Bystronic Xpert 40 Pressbrake with ICS
designed bespoke space saving setup
using three KUKA robots (see page 35)
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Conveyor system feeding cell with parts at
Wesbart (see page 35)
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Liverpool-based CNC Robotics (www.is.gd/
HIzcK2) at Autodesk’s Advanced Design &
Manufacturing Facility in Birmingham was
used to manufacture part of the hull for a
3D-printed boat.
With a striking design that includes waveinspired sides and a finlike form that tapers
toward the stern, MAMBO (motor additive

manufacturing boat) is a boat like no other,
both in its distinctive looks and in the way in
which it was manufactured from fibrereinforced plastic by 3D printing.
Milan-based Moi Composites collaborated
on the design of the boat with Autodesk
( www.is.gd/RzTZTA ) which provided its Fusion
360 and Netfabb software. Sections of the

hull were constructed in Birmingham and
Milan using continuous-fibre manufacturing
with robots on both sites. This 3D-printing
process gives greater durability and
performance, while also saving material.
In addition, the boat’s design is no longer
restricted by the traditional manufacturing
process, creating exciting new possibilities
for designers.
This latest project continues a long
relationship that has developed since the
formation of CNC Robotics in 2010, helping
the company become a top supplier of robots
for machining applications.
The integration and use of the CAM
software in the majority of its systems has
enabled key knowledge and expertise in an
already specialist area to be developed,
ensuring that the CNC Robotics staff remain
at the forefront of the technology.
Autodesk’s Advanced Design &
Manufacturing Facility was opened in February
2018 and features a robot-machining system
based on two KUKA robots, supplied and
integrated by CNC Robotics.

Bending and robotic integration paying off for Wesbart
A project to integrate bending and robotics
is paying dividends at family-run West
Sussex firm Wesbart, which integrated
Bystronic Xpert 40 pressbrakes ( www.is.gd/
EdSPXE ) with ICS Robotics and Automation
( www.is.gd/xWXOxa ) robots and a conveyor
system and the system was delivered this
year.
The company is an expert in designing
and manufacturing aluminium and
stainless steel sample storage systems for
laboratories, hospitals, universities and the
pharmaceutical industry across the globe.
The integration project first started back
in 2015, when Wesbart decided to carry
out a full review of all their products and
manufacturing process, looking at every
aspect of the production process to help
improve productivity and reduce costs.
As part of that revamp, over the last
five years, Wesbart has also redesigned
products, rebranded the company launching
a new website and catalogue, changed
packaging to offer an easily recyclable
solution and set up an in-house anodising
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process plant. The total investment is
worth more than £1.7m.
Sales executive David Patey, explains:
“One of the main processes which required
investment was the folding process. All
aluminium and stainless steel parts are
folded using a manual system with an
operator.
“Due to the increase in orders it was
necessary to use subcontractors to meet
demand. Our production runs could range
from 150 parts up to 5,000+. The solution
was to look at an automated folding
process, many of which are available.
“We started to look to see what systems
were available however we noticed the
bending cells on the market were either too
large for very big components or designed
for much smaller parts all of which took up
a lot of valuable floor space.
“We carried out some testing of various
options and found the parts would need to
be fed into the cell on a conveyor system.
“We contacted a locally based robot
integration company (ICS Robotics and
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Automation) to work with Bystronic and
develop a suitable system. We chose to
use the KUKA robots and the Xpert 40
pressbrake, due to their small footprint.
“ICS designed a bespoke space saving
setup using three KUKA robots, one
operating each pressbrake with another
feeding the parts from the conveyors. A
camera system was included to identify the
parts and confirm they have been placed on
the conveyor correctly.”
Patey says the new integrated system is
already showing a “great deal of potential”
and the Bystronic pressbrakes are also
incredibly quick and reliable. He adds:
“The user interface is very easy to operate
and helps with robot programming for our
products. The space saving design helps
free up additional space on the factory
floor.
“With the investment made in the
bending cell we hope to continue to remain
a market leader based on the quality, price
and lead time of our products and allow us
to enter new markets.”
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Industry 4.0 & automation news and products in brief
■ Funding has been awarded to support
the creation of the new Robotics and
Autonomous Systems (RAS) Test Site
for emerging robotics technology in
Northumberland, which is set to be the first
centre of its type in the UK.
( www.is.gd/5x2tha )
■ A robot that can
teach itself how to
pick up unknown
objects has
been developed
by automation
experts at the
Coventry-based
Manufacturing
Technology Centre
(MTC).
( www.is.gd/ydFG3J )
■ A flexible industrial robot (pictured
above) with the decision-making capability
of a human operator has been developed
by the MTC’s robotics team.
( www.is.gd/uJwdzF )
■ Intelligent waste management start-up
Recycleye Ltd has worked with the MTC to
bring artificial intelligence and affordable
robotics to bear on the waste management
industry. ( www.is.gd/u2VpVB )
■ Motion control and robotics specialist
Yaskawa continue to expand their range of
industrial robots with the focus on smaller,
flexible options which are designed to
meet the rapidly changing manufacturing
environment, including the new Motoman
GP4 6-axis small industrial robot.
( www.is.gd/yMcaj7 )
■ The ESAB Group and Yaskawa have
signed a global cooperation agreement to
jointly develop and market a line of preengineered robotic welding systems called
XCellerator. ( www.is.gd/qg1dx5 )
■ Belgrave & Powell Limited – a specialist
engineering services group – has launched
a new robotics and automation division
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within its Machine Technology Group
division. ( www.is.gd/NIA1pG )
■ Belgrave & Powell Limited has also
acquired the shares of Autotech Robotics
Limited based in Plymouth, UK.
( www.is.gd/8xjdnU )
■ ABB is expanding its
collaborative robot (cobot)
portfolio with the new GoFa
and SWIFTI cobot families
(pictured below right),
offering higher payloads
and speeds, to
complement YuMi
and Single Arm
YuMi in ABB’s
cobot line-up.
( www.is.gd/yuBNT
www.is.gd/yuBNTl )
■ Fanuc has expanded its
SCARA robot line-up with the
introduction of the newest
model: the SR-20iA – able to
carry payloads of up to 20kg. It
is Fanuc’s strongest SCARA to date.
( www.is.gd/HKeF24 )
■ Fanuc has also grown its range of
industrial robots with the introduction of
two high-payload models: the M-20/D/35
multi-purpose handling robot and the ARC
Mate 120/D/35 ARC welding robot.
( www.is.gd/Mq8SBJ )
■ A labour-intensive process to position
powerful permanent magnets onto large
generators for offshore wind has been
made 60 times faster by automation
experts at the University of Sheffield AMRC,
cutting down the cycle time from one hour
to just 55 seconds for each magnet.
( www.is.gd/q4QFYb )
■ JL Goor – leading machinery supplier
to the Irish polymer market and Fanuc
strategic partner – has installed a new
customisation centre in Mullingar to
provide a more bespoke offering to its
customers. ( www.is.gd/15gIgT )
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■ The latest World Robotics statistics,
released by the International Federation
of Robotics (IFR) has found the UK lags
behind the rest of the world for robotics
adoption, ranking 24th globally with 89
units per 10,000 in 2019 with a total
of 21,700 in operation.The country with
the highest robot density in 2019 was
Singapore with 918 units per 10,000
employees. ( www.is.gd/xcgwv0 )
■ Construction has started on a worldleading research facility for robotics and
artificial intelligence, the largest
and most advanced of its
type in the UK.
Based at Heriot-Watt
University’s Edinburgh
campus, the
National Robatairum
is supported by
£21m from the
UK Government,
and £1.4m from the
Scottish Government.
www.is.gd/Z1B4H )
( www.is.gd/Z1B4Hl
■ Durham-based Altec Engineering has
reinforced its focus on automation in
2021 and is it looks at help drive the use
of robotics in UK manufacturing.
( www.is.gd/rrrMB0 )
■ According to data presented by
AksjeBloggen.com, the global market
value of conventional and advanced
robotics in the manufacturing industry
is expected to continue rising and hit
$18.6bn in 2021, a 40% increase in three
years.
( www.is.gd/IiAxqw )
■ Devon-headquartered XYZ Machine
Tools has created an automation and
machine package that will provide a costeffective route to maximising productivity.
The package revolves around the three
machine LR series of XYZ vertical
machining centres, the XYZ 500 LR, XYZ
750 LR and XYZ 1000 LR.
( www.is.gd/yYeDJk )
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The Fanuc SCARA SR-20iA
The team CNC Robotics continues to
support the development of the Autodesk
software. Work is now underway to include
support for machining with robots in the
advanced manufacturing capabilities of
Autodesk’s Fusion 360 cloud-based tool for
product development.

GOING A STEP FURTHER
Like robotics are being integrated into
processes, automation is in machining due
to the benefits, and having installed a
Japanese-built Brother production cell at the
end of 2019, comprising two 5-axis Speedio
M140X2 mill-turn centres served by a Feedio
vision-based robotic unit for component
handling, Worthing subcontractor Roscomac
has ordered a second identical cell.
Due to be delivered this month by

Brother’s UK agent Whitehouse
Machine Tools ( www.is.gd/VUfeRZ )
– the latest acquisition is part of a
change in the way owner Joe
Martello views automated
manufacture.
The investment has enabled the firm to
meet higher order numbers, as they can run
machines 24/7.
A large flexible manufacturing system
consisting of six 3-axis, 40-taper, half-metrecube machining centres linked by a
three-level storage and retrieval system for
104 machine pallets was
decommissioned in February 2021.
Part of the space it freed up is used
for relocating the first Brother cell
and the second has been placed
alongside it.
The Speedio M140X2 has a
machining volume of 200 x 440 x
305mm and incorporates a
2,000rpm turning table, which is

not used for machining the current range of
prismatic medical parts. However, together
with the +120 to -30 degree swivel of the
trunnion carrying the table, the two extra
rotary CNC axes automatically position
components in-cycle for predominantly 3-axis
machining, although there is some 4- and
5-axis simultaneous metalcutting.
The machine’s high productivity comes in
part from simultaneous movement in the X,
Y, Z, A and C axes plus tool change when the
machine is not cutting. Tool change time from
the 22-position magazine is 0.9 second,
giving 1.4 seconds chip-tochip, and spindle start /
stop is completed in 0.2
second. Cutting feed rate is
up to 30 m/min, with 50
m/min rapids.
The Feedio robotic
The new Yaskawa Motoman
GP4 6-axis small industrial
robot

New electric vice
for automation

Electromechanical vice for
series production
Force retained even without power supply
Grip delicate workpieces without damage
Low operating costs without hydraulics or pneumatics
Automatic jaw change. Ideal for unattended
production with robotic load / unload

BS EN ISO 9001: 2015

Find out more from
terry@roemheld.co.uk
or call 01462 459052
Roemheld workholding. Driving Innovation through Manufacturing
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AUTOMATED SOLUTION

JL Goor provides customised Fanuc
ROBOSHOT all-electric injection moulding
machines to its customers
component handling system option exploits
this speed to the maximum by delivering
parts to the spindle faster than an operator
is able to and without interruption.
The plug-and-play automation unit, which
communicates with the machining centre via
a Profibus interface, is supplied with a 6-axis
ABB robot and the manufacturer’s smart
teach pendant incorporating a customised
Speedio page.

Holroyd Precision – a UK manufacturer of
ultra precise rotor milling machines – has
turned to Fanuc to install a CNC system.
The company was tasked to deliver a rotor
milling machine, with internationallyrecognised controls which could perform high
precision cutting for a leading Chinese
manufacturer of refrigeration equipment.
The complex machine required a CNC
solution that would be easy for operators to
use. Holroyd turned to Fanuc UK ( www.is.gd/
e0EzQG ) for support, where it provided its CNC
services to the UK manufacturer.
Holroyd Precision regional sales director
Steve Benn, says the Holroyd 8EX purchased
by its Chinese customer, is essentially a
large helical profile milling machine, which
uses carbide insert roughing cutters to create
a full-depth groove by traversing the cutting
tool through a material at the relevant helix
angle. Simultaneously, the machine rotates
the component in the C-axis, which allows
customers to manufacture rotors to a high

standard.
Fanuc provided a CNC solution for this
latest 8EX build project. It recommended the
use of its 31i-MODEL B CNC for the Holroyd
8EX, thanks to its ability to manage highly
complex machines with multiple axes, multipath and high speed, high precision
machining requirements.
The CNC is partnered with Holroyd’s
human machine interface (HMI). The 8EX
machine has a special function which
requires the linear axis to be linked to the
rotary axis. This is achieved through a flexible
synchronous drive, which Fanuc supplied.
Holroyd has created a special probe
feedback system for all of its grinding
technologies, which scans the ground profile.
Working with its software to feed any
deviations back into the CNC, the machine
then automatically corrects the grinding
wheel, providing a high precision rotor at a
high speed, while simultaneously reducing
the number of set-ups required on the
machine. ■

New GLOBAL Lite CMM
available on interest
free finance
Get up to 3 years 0% finance and pay
nothing until 3 months after you’ve
received your GLOBAL Lite
Don’t miss out on your affordable, general-purpose
measuring system for entry into automated measurement.
Following the launch of the GLOBAL Lite, Hexagon’s
Manufacturing Intelligence division is now offering a great
finance package for you. Find out how you can get your
GLOBAL Lite without impacting capital expenditure.

| Visit hexagonmi.com
Subject to credit and terms & conditions.
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Young entrepreneur’s new business driven by Hurco
machines; HPC Services keeps on growing aided by Citizen;
quality control at RDS Precision Engineering lifted by
Accretech investments; plus, news in brief

Alun Cheung with the
two Hurco VMCs at his
Basingstoke factory

Entrepreneurial machining
S

tarting your own subcontracting
machining business can be a
challenge, but not for young
entrepreneur Alun Cheung, who set up on his
own aided by the help of a pair of Hurco ( www.
is.gd/Qf2Zn1 ) machining centres.
Shortlisted for the Young Entrepreneur of
the Year Awards 2021, the 27-year-old
attended Farnborough College of Technology
before spending a few years working for a
composite component manufacturer. After
spells at two contract machining firms, in
April 2018 he started his own subcontracting
business, SLAC Precision Engineering Ltd.
He rented a factory unit in Basingstoke
and put a deposit on a Hurco VM5i 3-axis
vertical machining centre (VMC), enabling
him to take on work that could be machined
within a 457 x 356 x 356mm working
volume, quickly establishing customers
within the aerospace, automotive, medical,
and oil and gas industries. Jobs so far have
been mainly in aluminium, stainless steel
and nylon, although virtually any material can
be machined.
In May 2020, Cheung then purchased a
larger Hurco VMC, a VM10i with a 762 x
406mm table, more than doubling his
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capacity. At the time he was busy fulfilling a
contract for a new customer in the satellite
communications sector, involving the
production of a couple of dozen different,
mainly aluminium components in batches of
one- to 50-off.
Many of the components fitted perfectly
in the VM5i and those that were smaller
could be fixtured two at a time on the table
of the VM10i, helping to cope with the
required production volumes.
Today, Cheung also offers subcontract
turning and shot blasting in addition to
milling. It is a combination of skills that
allowed him to start manufacturing his own
product at the beginning of 2021, a
competitively priced end stop for assisting
machinists to position parts accurately in a
vice on the table of a milling machine. He
markets the stops under the trade name,
SLAC Workholding, wording that is engraved
on each holder by the Hurco machining
centres using the capability of the
manufacturer’s Windows-based control.
Cheung says: “It was the touch-screen
CNC system running Hurco’s WinMAX
software, which offers both conversational
and G-code programming, that persuaded

me in favour of purchasing their VMCs. Their
user interface makes it very intuitive and
easy to control for Millennials.
“I had never operated a machine that was
so user-friendly from other manufacturers
before. However, the consensus among
engineers at the companies where I
previously worked was that Hurco is the best
mid-range machining centre, especially for
subcontractors, due to a combination of
rigidity, price and the easy-to-use control.”

ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY
Young entrepreneurs setting up their own
subcontracting businesses is not something
new, as Paul Cobb set on his own in 1997
with the help of his father Reg, when he
started HPC Services from a small factory in
Ilkeston, specialising in CNC sliding-head
turning. At the time, both father and son
were partners in the family’s subcontracting
firm in Stapleford, Hemlock Engineering,
which specialised in producing mainly
prismatic parts and continues to do so.
The Physics graduate started out with one
Japanese-built Citizen Cincom L25 slidinghead, bar-fed, turn-mill centre installed by
Citizen Machinery ( www.is.gd/X2aUTF ) –
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which at the time it was the first of a new,
updated design to arrive in the UK.
Over the intervening 24 years, he has
bought around 20 CNC sliding-head, twinspindle lathes of nominally 12, 20 or 32mm
bar capacity, all from the same supplier and
now has 10 Cincoms in operation, the
others having been replaced with newer
models. There are also seven fixed-head,
twin-spindle CNC lathes on the shop-floor,
where around 30 staff are employed.
One of the latest components produced
at HPC in one hit on a sliding-head lathe
requires only milling, there being no turning
content at all. The parts are being machined
on one of a pair of recently delivered Cincom
M32-VIIIs of a radically different design
compared with the earlier M32s on
site. The first of the new
machines was delivered in
November 2020 and due to
its performance, a second
arrived a month later.
Cobb says: “Over the
years, turned parts
subcontractors from around
the world have quoted for
this work. However, by
harnessing the efficiency and
accuracy of machines like the Cincom
sliders we are globally competitive on price
as well as quality, even for large production
volumes.
“In the past that was not the case, but it
is possible now with modern, ultra-high
speed plant. And of course, our delivery
times are much better than Far Eastern
competition can offer, added to which
control over projects is easier. As a result,
we are seeing a strong trend towards
reshoring of work.”
HPC has some 5,000 different part
numbers on its books. Components are
produced from 38mm diameter bar or
smaller on the Cincoms. Quantities range
from 100- to 40,000-off in a range of
materials, from exotic alloys through
stainless steels, brass and aluminium to
plastics.
The two million parts machined annually
account for two-thirds of the company’s £3m
annual turnover, the remainder being fixedhead turning with 10% of revenue is
reinvested every year in new plant and
equipment.

FAMILY AFFAIR
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Another family subcontracting business in
Tyne and Wear, is RDS Precision
Engineering, established in 1991 by
brothers Robert and David Bone, a supplier
of precision engineered components. The
latest addition to the quality control
department is an Accretech ( www.is.gd/
JGNfcR ) Surfcom NEX 041 CNC measuring
station that provides high precision, twodimensional contour and surface roughness
measurement capabilities.
RDS Precision Engineering director Rob
Bone, says: “We use a selection of standard
inspection equipment, such as CMMs and
vision measuring systems. Also, given the
demanding specifications and challenging
dimensional tolerances of many of our
components, we also use highly
precise specialised metrology
equipment, such as our
recently purchased advanced
Accretech CNC contour and
roughness measuring
system.
“The decision to purchase
the Accretech system was a
simple one. Some time ago, a
major customer of ours searched
the market for an easy-to-use CNC
measuring station that could deliver highprecision, two-dimensional contour
measurements, although several alternative
systems failed to match the business’

Above: The Citizen Cincom L20-VIIILFV
sliding-head lathe on the shop-floor at HPC
Left: 303 stainless steel flanges turn-milled
from 38mm diameter bar
exacting standards, a Surfcom NEX 041
proved to be the ideal solution.”
The Surfcom NEX 041 is an advanced,
CNC measuring station that delivers high
precision, two-dimensional, physical contour
measurement. Ideal for the manual or CNC,
high-precision measurement of contour
geometries on demanding applications, such
as ball screws and large bearings, the
advanced Accretech system has a contour
measuring accuracy of ±(0.8+|2H|/100).
Bone says the machine is proving
“invaluable” and adds: “Not only has the
Accretech machine improved our precision
standards related to these challenging
components, but it has also slashed the
time taken to inspect them.”
Precision has returned to Accretech UK to
invest in an additional T-stylus set allowing it
to make accurate contour measurements
inside small bores in both downwards and
upwards directions. ■

Subcontracting news in brief
■ Rochdale-based subcontracting
engineer Chelburn Precision was keen
to improve their measurement abilities
and has found the answer in a Trimos
V7 height gauge, supplied by Bowers
Group ( www.is.gd/qZe5sf ). The precision
machined components firm was finding
tolerances on components getting tighter
and customer requirements stricter.
( www.is.gd/Kc0QPn )
■ Investment in a refurbished precision
high speed press is helping Kent-based
subcontract manufacturing specialist HV
Wooding deliver an aerospace contract
reshored from Spain. The company has

invested over £120,000 into new tooling
and the installation of a Bruderer BSTA
25H to produce more than 28 million
precision parts every year.
( www.is.gd/g108s5 )
■ Darchem Engineering – which is leading
the Sellafield decommissioning work
of legacy nuclear waste silos – has
taken delivery of machined bins from
subcontract machinists BEL Engineering
and worked with machine tool supplier
Kingsbury ( www.is.gd/jZg66Y ) to develop
an entirely new machining concept for
workholding and metalcutting.
( www.is.gd/J4x5ht )
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The Kasto Unitop tower storage
system at steel stockholder Heine +
Beisswenger’s Langenzenn site
During the retrofit, Kasto also
renewed the control panels at the
two storage and retrieval stations

Modernising systems
German stockholder upgrades operational performance with Kasto;
and Orbital Machinery appointed new UK agent for the Thomas range
of bandsaws and circular cut-off machines

S

ince 1995, an automated storage
tower manufactured by Kasto in
Achern, southern Germany, has been
installed at stockholder Heine +
Beisswenger, underpinning fast, punctual
delivery of an extensive range of steels to
customers.
However, 25 years of constant operation
had impacted performance and availability,
so Kasto ( www.is.gd/WP7TNb ) recently
updated the Unitop storage system with a
comprehensive retrofit. The firm’s UK and
Ireland subsidiary is based in Milton Keynes.
Heine + Beisswenger is one of the
largest family-run steel and metal
stockholders in Germany, and over the
years, the company has developed
into an international group with 14
sites and almost 600 employees.
The product range encompasses
carbon and engineering steels,
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unalloyed steels, stainless steel, rolled steel
and non-ferrous metals – a total of more
than 25,000 stock items in various grades,
profiles and dimensions. With an inventory
of around 55,000 tonnes of material and a
sophisticated logistics system, Heine +
Beisswenger ensures that orders reach the
customer in the
shortest

possible time.
Headquartered in Fellbach, the company
opened a centre in Langenzenn in 1995,
which from the outset has used the Kasto
Unitop automatic cassette system for
warehousing an extensive variety of
materials.
Measuring 68 metres long by 13 metres
wide, the facility has space for 1,300
cassettes, each of which can hold four
tonnes of material up to seven metres long.
A feature of the system is the storage
and retrieval machine (SRM), located at the
top of the storage block. It automatically
removes a cassette containing the required
material and transfers it to a carriage, which
then makes the stock available at ground
level at one of two storage and retrieval
stations. Each has four locations, so
the operator can store and retrieve
several cassettes at the same time.
The system was showing signs of
age, however. The control and
automation technology was no
longer up-to-date and the drives
and positioning mechanisms of the
SRM were unreliable. Breakdowns
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were becoming more frequent and procuring
spare parts was increasingly difficult. In
terms of throughput, the storage
facility was struggling to cope due
to the increasing number of orders
being received.
Langenzenn centre plant manager
Torsten Meincke, explains:
“Mechanically, the system was still
performing well. It is also ideally
integrated into our processes and our
employees are familiar with it, so we
decided not to replace the system
completely, but to modernise it with a
full retrofit by the OEM.”
Kasto retrofit project manager Gerd
Jakob, says in many cases, modernisation is
much more economical than a new
purchase. “After all, large parts of our
storage systems such as the steel
construction are almost indestructible, so
these components can continue to be
used,” he adds.
During the retrofit at Heine +
Beisswenger, Kasto replaced the existing S5
system control with a modern Siemens
Simatic S7 400 PLC and updated the drive
controllers as well as the SRM’s positioning
sensors and Profinet connection. The
hoisting gear was given an efficient, threephase drive and the power supply to the
SRM and carriage was renewed to improve
reliability.
Another modernisation task was the

The Thomas Super Trad 380
replacement of the carriage that receives
the cassettes and delivers them to the
storage and retrieval stations at the front of
the Unitop. The carriage now has two roller
conveyors instead of one to allow
simultaneous handling of two cassettes.
Additionally, the longitudinal travel speed
of the new carriage is twice as fast at 120
metres per minute, increasing efficiency
further. According to Meincke, 35 seconds
is saved per storage and retrieval cycle.
The control panels serving the two
storage and retrieval stations were renewed
and Kasto also replaced the old hard-wired
emergency operation of the SRM with a

modern radio remote control. Meinke
added, “This makes maintenance work
and eliminating malfunctions much
easier because a technician no longer
has to stay next to the SRM to operate
it.”
The storage facility is now controlled
and managed by KASTOlogic warehouse
management software, which has a
graphical user interface that makes
operation simple and intuitive. It is
connected to the SAP ERP system in
used at Heine + Beisswenger.
Meinke explains: “This gives us a
uniform process from ordering through
to delivery to the customer and also
helps us to ensure a high level of
inventory transparency.”
The conversion was completed in just
two weeks, with Kasto engineers even
working in the facility at weekends and over
the Easter holiday to minimise disruption to
the stockholder’s day-to-day business.
The operators were given in-depth training
to familiarise them with the new system.
Since then, the warehouse has been
operating reliably at its increased efficiency
level and Kasto is constantly available for
troubleshooting and online remote
maintenance via its service hotline. ■

New UK agent appointed for the Thomas range
of bandsaws and circular cut-off saws
Chalfont St Giles based Orbital Machinery ( www.is.gd/OQdi9o ) has
sealed an agreement to import the Thomas range of bandsaws
and circular cut-off saws from the Italian manufacturer.
The Buckinghamshire family-run company says that originally
founded in the 1950’s, the Thomas brand of machines are
“respected worldwide for their high quality and reliability”.
The full range consists of over 30 models, for the metal
fabrication, maintenance, general engineering and sheet metal
working industry.
The pivot-action circular cut-off saws are available in manual
pull down and semi-automatic versions with sawing capacities up
to 120mm or 160 x 90mm rectangle. The comprehensive range of
easy mitring bandsaws are available in manual pull down; gravity
down-feed; semi-automatic and fully automatic.
Sawing capacities range from 120mm diameter on the
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smallest pull down model, to 610mm or 610 x 500mm rectangle
on the largest in the range, designed for large fabrication shops or
structural engineers cutting beams and columns. They include the
Thomas Super Trad 380 (pictured above).
Orbital Machinery owner Chris Cole, says: “Having admired
the Thomas range of saws for many years, we are pleased to cooperate with this manufacturer of top-quality sawing machines.
“Their machines complement our complete range very well
and our intention is to price them very competitively to achieve
the highest possible volume of sales that this respected, long
established manufacturer deserves.”
Orbital Machinery also distributes Bigstone machines from
Taiwan, a range of semi-automatic and NC automatic mitring
bandsaws, with capacities from 410mm to 1200mm wide
sections and machines, along with Cevisa, Geka and others.
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DEEP HOLE DRILLING OVERCOMING CHALLENGES

Demanding drilling
Special VMC doing the job for deep hole drilling application at
thermoforming mould tool firm Pattern Forme; and Widia extends line

T

aunton-based Pattern Forme Ltd – a
specialist in thermoforming mould tools
– has overcome challenges in drilling
deeper holes by investing in new machining
technology from XYZ Machine Tools ( www.
is.gd/69Xtie ). The company specialises in
producing tools for thin gauge work, mainly in
the food industry and thick gauge work for
applications, such as, signage.
A trend has been for larger mould tools to
increase productivity, leading to a need to drill
deeper holes. Typically, these holes would
range in size between 6 and 10mm diameter,
with depths up to 1000mm.
The traditional solution would be to
purchase a dedicated deep hole drilling

machine or sub-contract the work. The former
would require a significant investment,
whereas, the latter brings logistical problems
and lack of control over production.
XYZ Machine Tools suggested modifying
one of its XYZ 1000 LR vertical machining
centres to give the extra z-axis capability
required, says managing director Paul Wilkins.
“The simple and cost-effective solution
was to add a 1050mm riser block to the
machine, which would allow us to drill these
holes from either end using the 500mm z-axis
of the machine,” he adds.
By reconfiguring the machine, XYZ
increased the minimum distance from spindle
nose to table to 1050mm and with the

standard z-axis stroke making the maximum
distance 1550mm – more than enough to
accommodate Pattern Forme’s components.
Now, using either gun-type drills or solid
carbide twist drills Pattern Forme can further
develop its deep hole drilling capability.
“This machine has been purchased purely
for deep hole drilling and, considering the
modifications, it is proving to be of excellent
value with the capital cost alone around 80
per cent less than a dedicated deep hole
drilling machine,” says Wilkins.
“Efficiency is improved as we can transfer
work previously done on manual machines to
a fully CNC controlled operation. A further
advantage of this capability from the XYZ
1000 LR is the reduction in lead times, which
is crucial if we are to maintain existing and
win new business.” ■

Widia extends line to aid challenging drilling operations
■ Widia has extended their TDMX
indexable insert drilling line to further
boost stability, reliability and performance
when undertaking challenging drilling
operations.
Available in the UK from Industrial
Tooling Corporation (ITC) ( www.is.gd/
Ndl006 ), the extension to the TDMX Top
Drill Modular X line now sees new tool
bodies and insert geometries offered by
the cutting tool manufacturer.
The Widia TDMX indexable insert drilling
line has been expanded, adding 1.5XD and
12XD drill bodies to the existing 3XD, 5XD
and 8XD. The new 1.5XD addition will
further enhance the productivity, rigidity
and stability when drilling shallow holes
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whereas the 12XD range will enable
manufacturers to enjoy the benefits of the
drilling line when doing deep hole drilling.
The TDMX drill body incorporates
polished flutes, through coolant channels
and margin lands on the entire body length
to ensure straightness and increased hole
quality. In addition, the seat design
provides exceptional stability to improve
performance and secure the insert when
undertaking extremely demanding
applications.
The indexable drill is now offered in the
1.5XD designation, available in diameters
from 16 to 31mm in 1mm increments with
a cutting depth from 26 to 48mm.
Likewise, the 12XD range for deep hole

machining is available in diameters from
16 to 31mm in 1mm increments.
However, the uncompromising level of
stability of the 12XD TDMX drills enables
users to drill extremely precise and
concentric holes with unparalleled
productivity to depths from 204mm to
384mm, depending on the diameter drill
selected.
Widia has also developed a new
indexable insert geometry for the TDMX
Series. Complementing the existing PK(M)
inserts for steel and cast-iron drilling,
Widia has launched the FPE(M) geometry
for drilling flat bottomed blind holes,
stacked plate drilling and also as a piloting
insert for deep hole drilling.
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A project to integrate bending and robotics
process plant. The total investment is
is paying dividends at family-run West
worth more than £1.7m.
Sussex firm Wesbart, which integrated
Sales executive David Patey, explains:
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EdSPXE ) with ICS Robotics and Automation
investment was the folding process. All
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Automation) to work with Bystronic and
develop a suitable system. We chose to
use the KUKA robots and the Xpert 40
pressbrake, due to their small footprint.
“ICS designed a bespoke space saving
setup using three KUKA robots, one
operating each pressbrake with another
feeding the parts from the conveyors. A
camera system was included to identify the
parts and confirm they have been placed on
the conveyor correctly.”
Patey says the new integrated system is
already showing a “great deal of potential”
and the Bystronic pressbrakes are also
incredibly quick and reliable. He adds:
“The user interface is very easy to operate
and helps with robot programming for our
products. The space saving design helps
free up additional space on the factory
floor.
“With the investment made in the
bending cell we hope to continue to remain
a market leader based on the quality, price
and lead time of our products and allow us
to enter new markets.”

Machined castings. Turned parts. Complex pressings and extrusions.
Customers expect parts to be pristine.
PRECISION AQUEOUS CLEANING demands MecWash.

YOUR EXPERTS IN COMPONENT CLEANING

Designed and manufactured in Britain
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The Daewoo
Puma 12A at
Bromford

Taking-off
to new heights
Bromford improves performance with the help of MSC; plus, aerospace news in brief

L

eicester-based Bromford Industries Ltd
specialises in the industrial gas
turbines (IGT), power generation and
aerospace sectors, supplying some of the
world’s most demanding industry sectors
and OEMs, has to balance the delicacies of
continuous improvement, innovation and the
scrutiny of year-on-year ‘cost-down’ pressure.
As part of its strategy, it has a long-term
contract in place with MSC Industrial Supply
Co. ( www.is.gd/NN24hH ) - a distributor of
metalworking and maintenance, repair and
operations supplies.
One project has seen a focus on
achieving a minimum turnover percentage of
year-on-year ‘cost down’ improvements.
Using its extensive access to product lines,
MSC says it has continually driven
impressive results and productivity
improvements for each of the four Bromford
Group sites in the UK.
Sometimes, this commitment is pushed
beyond the bounds of convention with the
Bromford Group competing on the global
stage for new projects, as global aerospace
primes push capacity and innovation from
one continent to another.
One recent aerospace engine component
arrived in Bromford’s Leicester facility from
another Bromford Group facility in
Connecticut in the US. Bromford Industries
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Leicester and staff had to show the
competence to manufacture the part at
speed whilst adhering to the stringent quality
requirements – all with little cutting data.
The Leicester site specialises in the
production of aero engine, landing gear and
marine IGT components for Rolls-Royce,
Pattonair, ITP, GE, Siemens and Messier
Bugatti Dowty to name a few.

CERAMIC SWITCH
To manufacture the initial batch of four
Inconel 718 aerospace engine components
for one of these prestigious customers, MSC
applied its technical expertise, drawing from
the industry’s largest team of application
engineers, to ensure the complex
components could be manufactured to
specifications, and on time.
With cutting tool datasheets from the US
being obsolete due to the tools being
unavailable, the MSC experts started from
scratch and identified 14 different cutting
tools from a variety of suppliers to undertake
the three operations and meet the specified
deadlines.
Machining the four components on a
Doosan Puma 12L turning centre, the MSC
solution succeeded in meeting the Bromford
deadline for the initial tests.
With the initial batch complete and the

competency to machine the parts proved,
MSC application engineer Rob Smith knew
better results could be achieved. With the
second batch of eight parts pending, the
MSC technical expert re-visited the engine
components, the cutting tools and
respective machining strategies. The
recommendation was a switch to ceramic
cutting tools for the rough turning and
grooving operations.
Smith says: “At the start of 2020, MSC
formed a relationship with world-leading
Japanese ceramic tooling brand NTK, and we
knew the different physical properties of
ceramic tooling would yield impressive
results on heat resistant aerospace grade
alloys.
“By nature, ceramic tooling is more brittle
and susceptible to breakages if not
managed with the correct machining strategy
– but on the other hand, it can machine at
speeds and feeds 10 to 15 times higher
than carbide tooling.
“We collaborated with Simon Huxtable
from NTK and the proposed strategy was to
first remove the CNMG and SNMG carbide
inserts and replace them with a round RNGN
insert from NTK’s SX9 portfolio. The SiAlON
grade that combines silicon nitride ceramic
and alumina ceramic is claimed to be perfect
for machining heat-resistant alloys at
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parameters way beyond carbide, so we put
it to the test.”
Bromford Industries Limited engineering
and product quality manager Andrew Moore,
says the firm is always seeking “continuous
improvement” and looking to make
processes better, and MSC’s engineers
have the knowledge and expertise to help it
achieve goals.

levels never before seen at Bromford.”
MSC also re-visited the previous grooving
operation that had been instigated with a
top carbide tooling brand, and once again
implemented improvements with NTK’s SX9
grade.
Smith says: “We looked at the grooving
operation as it was contributing to 22
minutes of the overall cycle time for each
part. Whilst extended machining times are
RESULTS BUSINESS
commonplace on materials like
After Increasing the surface speed
inconel 718, we were
from 43m/min to 250m/min
confident we could
with a feed rate increase from
improve. By applying a
18m/min to 106m/min, the
smaller RCGX09 insert,
results soon followed. Rough
we profiled the two
grooves in a cycle time
turning the face and
of 3 minutes 30
diameter of the 150mm
diameter workpiece, the NTK
seconds, a huge
SX9 RNGN insert not only
reduction from the
replaced two previous carbide
previous time of 22
minutes.
tools and eliminated the
respective tool changeover, but it
“Again, this was achieved by
also slashed cycle times from 180 The NTK SX9 turning maximising the properties of the
minutes to 27 minutes for the
NTK SiAlON grade to increase
series in action
roughing operation.
surface speed from 30 to
Whilst the previous carbide tooling
250m/min, the spindle speed
method delivered a significant improvement
from 64 to 530rpm and the feed rate from
on the original parameters from the
13m/min to 106m/min.”
overseas plant, the application of NTK’s
MSC national account manager for the
SX9 ceramic inserts made a huge step
Bromford Group Lewis Evans, adds: “We
forward from the method initially instigated
have completed the initial batches of 4, then
by MSC.
8 and now 41. On the batch of 41 parts, we
Smith continues: “At MSC, we conduct
have created a significant 5-figure financial
extensive benchmarking analysis and we
saving for Bromford and this has arrived by
have calculated that Bromford would
reducing annual tooling costs by 67%,
require 312 SX9 inserts to complete a run
machining costs by 85% and tool
of 312 parts compared to a requirement of
changeover costs by 34%.
470 CNMG carbide inserts and an
“Whilst these statistics are hugely
additional 78 SNMG inserts. The NTK
impressive, one of the most stand-out
insert is achieving a tool life at least 2.5
points is that we have reduced machine
times better than the previous carbide
hours for this single part by 85% from 1060
grade whilst accelerating cycle times to
hours to just 158 hours.” ■

stock.adobe.com/wildman

AEROSPACE SECTOR KEEPING COSTS DOWN

Aerospace news in brief
■ The UK Government has made a
£90m investment in aerospace
manufacturing to help the industry
recover from the pandemic and hopes it
will secure 1400 jobs.
A focus of the proposals is on
creating lightweight materials and parts
that will reduce how much fuel is used
and that can be adopted onto future
hybrid and electric planes.
The funding for the five projects
through the Aerospace Technology
Institute Programme aims to improve
manufacturing within the aerospace
industry, developing technology to
make production lines quicker, more
efficient, and cost effective.
These include GKN Aerospace
leading a new UK industry consortium
called ASCEND (Aerospace and
Automotive Supply Chain Enabled
Development) to develop and
accelerate composite material and
process technologies.
Another is the Renishaw-led LAMDA
project to develop a 3D metal printing
machine to mass produce smaller
components for aircraft, increasing
production and consistency and
reducing costs. ( www.is.gd/oKq9Q3 )
■ Rolls-Royce reports that in 2020 it
made a £4bn annual loss after it it took
a ‘severe’ hit from the Covid-19
pandemic amid major turmoil in the
aviation sector and that 7,000
employees left the company.
( www.is.gd/glLfQL )
■ BAE Systems reports revenue was
£19,277m in 2020, up from £18,305m
in 2019. ( www.is.gd/c7MB2p )
■ Additive manufacturing (AM)
machine giant Stratasys –
represented in the UK by
Derbyshire-based SYS Systems – has
been awarded a contract extension by
aircraft manufacturer Airbus for
production of 3D printed polymer
cabin interior components.
( www.is.gd/66OmHL )
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CNC Training/Programming
GARDNER
C.N.C.
Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for over 30 years
✔ CNC Training on all CNC controls
✔ CNC Programming for all machines
✔ CAM, DNC & Verification software
✔ Independent, unbiased advice

Spindle Repair

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR
SPINDLE TYPES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

t: 01926 614882
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

Wanted Machine Tools

WANTED

CNC & CONVENTIONAL MACHINES
Colchester lathes
Bridgeports turret mills
Jones & Shipman grinders
Any age or Model

Emails to: info@bwmachinetools.co.uk
Or WhatsApp details to
07802 978608

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:
• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.

For all the latest
news, follow us
on twitter
@Machinerytweets

For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

To advertise here please call

Beverly Jepson
on 01322 221144

NEED ACCESS TO A

GDPR COMPLIANT
EMAIL DISTRIBUTION LIST?

CONTACT US ON

01322 221144

May Scheduled Features
• Machining centres
• Punch, profile, bend, form
• Deep hole drilling
• Part marking & traceability
• Motorsport Energy

of spindle components.

Which is why we’re regarded by the aerospace
industry as a company it can trust, a company
it can do business with.

Tel: 024 7663 7771
Email: sales@spindleservices.co.uk
Web: www.spindleservices.co.uk

We offer a complete rebuild
service of:

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE:
Joe Opitz on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: joe.opitz@markallengroup.com
k out more.
or vist www.subdrilling.co.uk to find
Call 01442 205960

• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
Deep Hole Drilling
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling
Subcon Drilling Ltd
Unit 6, The Heron Business Park,
Eastman Way,
Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire,
HP2 7FW

For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

Spares and repairs
Join the Launch Party!
You can find all our launch offers at
- searchCNC
forTurning
Ganro.
EDM www.cncrotaryshop.com
Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing
CNCROTARY.COM European Distributers of Ganro.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD

Tel: 0800 061 9000 Fax: 0800 061 9001
sales@cncrotary.com
www.cncrotary.com

Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
metrology
Web:
www.technovaprecision.com
We’re precise . . . 92%
Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect finish.
and materials

Measuring Equipment

testingHone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk
equipment

Surface Finishing

Springs

Wanted Machine Tools

FM 38790

Alpha Springs are experts in the
manufacture of a wide range of metal
springs and spring related products

FISSO

• Expert design services
• Quality mass production
• Hand skills for low volume orders
• Competitive pricing
• Outstanding customer service
No it’s not.

Swiss Made

Is this the Best Wanted Advert Ever Written?

Dial Gauges
& DTI’s

Gauging Arms
& Bases

But we do want to buy your surplus Tool Room Equipment!
CNC, Lathes, Mills, Drills and all other types of
www.mapra.co.uk
Working from drawings, samples or designing

E: info@mapra.co.uk T: Engineering
020 8508 4207

Equipment. Call us today to turn your springs
used machines
and old
for new products,
weequipment
produce: into cash.
Compression springs
*07752 569191*

To advertise here please *Quality
call
Tension springs
Used Machine
Tools*
Torsion springs
www.jetmachinery.co.uk
James Creber on 01322 221144
Car Springs
Subcontract Services

01763 274909
info@alphasprings.co.uk
www.alphasprings.co.uk

Subcontract Services

Looking to sell your
surplus assets?
Are you are looking to sell all or part of your
business? Maybe you have surplus equipment,
or just want to understand the value of your
machinery? The team at Apex Auctions has an

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm
• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

www.minigears.co.uk

extensive range of services to suit your needs.

Over 200
auctions
held a year

Machinery
sold to 63
countries

30,000

Over 30,000 items
sold through Apex's
platforms annually

Contact the team
+44 (0)1273 224466

info@apexauctions.co.uk

www.apexauctions.co.uk

To advertise here
please call

Joe Opitz
on 01322 221144
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Key Events
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n the first issue of the month, our comment piece looks at what
happened to hexapods, something that Machinery heralded at
the beginning of 1995 as being ‘machines of the 21st century’,
but there has been little news since. Hexapods are machines
which employ the lengthening and shortening of six legs attached
to a stationary platform at one end and to a spindle carrier at the
other. By varying the lengths between spindle carrier and platform,
a tool can be manipulated and applied to a workpiece. We report
since our coverage, hexapod technology is set to make its next big
leap, as it is being applied in a research project to test its
application and has secured government funding.
In news, Wenzel’s latest developments for the automotive
industry, is a computer-controlled coordinate measurement and
digitising system that will also machine forms and styles in
modelling material; and Steelcraft Fabrication has invested
£700,000 in new machines, as part of its expansion plans and it
is aiming to double turnover in the next three years. New machines
include a new Bystronic Bystar laser cutting centre and a Pullmax
Ursviken Optima press brake.
Meanwhile, a wider off-the-shelf range of standard press tool
parts is now offered by Boneham & Turner of Mansfield; Whites
Material Handling has bought an RT4 250/4100 CNC hydraulic
press brake from Edwards Pearson to meet growing demand;
Newark-based bearing manufacturer RHP has placed an
order worth £500,000 with Umak of Birmingham with the
turnkey-engineered package including a Murata Muratec
MW-20G twin-spindle CNC lathe; and Triumph
Motorcycles is achieving optimum efficiency thanks to
installation of a Cresta CA6 chiller from Coolmation.
In feature articles, our main lead looks at the art
that vision technology has now made the science of
tube manipulation, and the equipment that has
revolutionised production of components like car
exhaust pipes; and we have a bumper preview of
At the 49th BAFTA Awards,
Sense and Sensibility wins
Best Film and young star
Kate Winslet collected the
Best Supporting Actress
Award (pictured above)

▼
English golfer
Nick Faldo
wins his 3rd US
Masters and
his 6th major
title

MACH ‘96 that we predict will see the largest ever visitor numbers
and look at some of the most interesting products that will be on
display, such as an LVD Shape laser profiling head.
In the second issue of April 1996, our comment piece
discusses what work has been carried out by the Engineering and
Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). We note research
‘offers the only way forward’ but show dismay at the previous lack
of machine tool or metalcutting manufacturing process research in
the UK, concluding the current approach is clearly more industryfriendly and relevant, while production processes are once again
taking their place on the agenda.
In news, the Gauge and Tool Makers’ Association (GTMA) has
released a guide to performance improvement through partnership:
a practical solution for customers and toolmakers; Kent-based RLB
Machine Tools is about to move parts of its rebuilding activity to
larger premises in Herne Bay; and Weidmuller Klippon Products of
Sheerness, has installed the UK’s first automated toolroom
machining cell based on Erowa’s job management system (JMS).
In other news, a forward-looking approach by Coventry Lasers
Group has resulted in the opening of the first dedicated laser
cutting shop in South Wales; and XYZ Machine Tools has launched
its Proturn 1745, widening the choice of low-cost lathes that
bridges the gap between manual and CNC machines.
In feature articles, our focus is the third and final part of our
MACH ’96 preview with the emphasis on tooling, turning, drilling,
processes and welding and joining. We have 11 pages of products
and profiles of some of the companies exhibiting at Birmingham’s
NEC from 29 April to 4 May.
Also, in this issue. have a six-page review of Spanish machine
tool exhibition BIEMH in Bilbao that was attended by King Juan
Carlos of Spain. We report there were signs the worst effects of
the recession are beginning to wear off and companies present are
prepared for the future, know what they want to do and have new
products and developments in the pipeline. ■

▼
The No.1 UK singles

▼

The Local Government
(Scotland) and Local
Government (Wales)
Acts of 1994 come into
effect, creating new
unitary authorities

chart sees Firestarter
by The Prodigy, Return
of the Mack by Mark
Morrison, and Fastlove
by George Michael

The coatings for
the highest performance

For more information:
cutting.tools/en/dragonskin
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▼

In Barrow Island,
Australia, the
fastest wind
speed is recorded
during a tropical
storm but not tornado at 253 mph

Vladislav Gajic /stock.adobe.com

years ago

d100 /stock.adobe.com
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What happened to hexapods?; Steelcraft Fabrication invests £700,000 in new
machines; Triumph Motorcycles achieves optimum efficiency; MACH ’96 to see
largest turnout; and XYZ Machine Tools launches the Proturn 1745

THE LARGEST
UK EVENT
SAVE
THE
DATE
DEDICATED TO DESIGN
ENGINEERING

19 - 20 October 2021
Ricoh Arena, Coventry

@EngDesignShow
@EngDesignShow

BOOK
YOUR STAND

NOW!

THE UK’S ONLY EVENT
DEDICATED
ForENTIRELY
further information
contact
simon.bonell@markallengroup.com
TO ENGINEERING, ELECTRONICS
AND
EMBEDDED DESIGN  BACK IN PERSON

WWW.ENGINEERINGDESIGNSHOWS.CO.UK
WWW.ENGINEERINGDESIGNSHOWS.CO.UK

The new vibrationdamped boring bar with
an exchangeable head
system for turning
Modular combination options for high
variability, flexibility and productivity

Find out more at:
cuttingtools.ceratizit.com/gb/en/boring-bar

CERATIZIT is a high-technology engineering
group specialised in cutting tools and hard
material solutions.

Tooling the Future
www.ceratizit.com

